
Stellar Empires: Fleet 
 

Section 1 Introduction: 
 

1.1 Overview 
Welcome to the Stellar Empires: Fleet game system.  This game has been designed and created to 
provide you, the player, with the most all-inclusive starship combat game ever produced.  The game 

includes a powerful construction system that allows you to design your own weapons and the ships to 

bring to them to bear. 
 

1.1.1 Rules 
There are normally three different rule sets contained in the rulebook.  The basic rules are considered 

level 1.  Level 2 rules are slightly more complex and designed for players who are used to the rules or 

newer players that are hard gamers.  Level 3 rules are more advanced rules typically used in campaigns 
and recommended only if all players have agreed to use them.   Feel free to create your own rules and 

use them in your own games. 
 

1.2 A look into the control sheets 
Numerous different control sheets are used in Stellar Empires (SE).  The control sheets range from 
fighter data sheets and starship data sheets to worksheets that help you design ships or are used as 

references for combat. 
 
1.2.1 Starship Data Sheet: 

Starships, no matter their purpose or size, are all tracked on a data sheet.  All the ship’s information such 
as weapons, maneuver thrust, ship structure, and so on is provided on the sheet.  The following 

illustration shows the layout of a starship data sheet. 

 
 



1.2.2 Fighter Data Sheet 

 

 
 

1.2.3 Squadron Control Sheet 
On a squadron level the primary concern is fleet and squadron morale.  Rarely will ships stay until they 

are completely destroyed or severely outnumbered and/or outgunned.  Since morale rules are 
recommended only for larger battles or for players used to the rules the squadron control sheet can be 

found in the morale section of this book. 

 

1.3 Crew Abilities 
The crew of a ship can have a big effect on the effectiveness of a ship in combat.  The skills can alter a 
ship’s chances of performing special orders.  Skill levels are listed on the chart here. 

 

1.3.1 Crew Skill 
The crew skill is used as the target 

number just like a to-hit number but 
for times when the crew tries to 

perform a special command such as a 
movement or combat order or to 

repair a system on the ship.  Details 

on each possible use of the crew skill 
are detailed in the appropriate 

sections. 
 

Section 2 Technology Levels: 
 

2.1 Technology 
Not all races/empires utilize starships that have the same level of technological development.  Some excel 

in certain aspects of technology but lag behind in others.  The following categories make up the 
technology profile for a race/nation: 

 
Every race/empire has reached certain levels of technological achievement. This technology has been 

divided up into slices in this product where the first is the earliest form of space flight and the highest 

level is achieved by older and more powerful species. All races have their technologies split into several 
different subdivisions. The subdivisions are Base, Construction, Defenses (Active), Defenses 

(Energy Fields), Defenses (Passive), Drives, Fighters, Weapons (Ballistic), Weapons (Direct 
Fire), and Weapons (Energy Torpedoes). These categories are not chosen but already pre-

Crew Type Combat 

Skill 

Crew Skill 

Rolls 

Experience Starting 

Skill Level 

D10 

Ace 8 8 80  

Elite 7 7 40  

Veteran 6 6 20 9-10 

Regular 5 5 10 4-8 

Green 4 4 5 1-3 



determined depending upon the race or empire you use and in what time period you use them. 

Remember the average of all the technologies cannot be greater than the overall technology level. 
 

All races/nations will be given a technological profile similar to the example in the box below. 
 

Technology Chart  Empire: Terran Republic 

Base 4 Drives 0 

Construction +1 Fighters +1 

Defenses (Active) 0 Weapons (Energy Torpedoes) 0 

Defenses (Energy Fields) -1 Weapons (Ballistic) +1 

Defenses (Passive) 0 Weapons (Direct Fire) +1 

 
The technology level of a race gives a general indication of what type of equipment is available to the 

race, as well as how effective their sensors and other types of equipment can be.  If a race has either a 

‘+’ or ‘-’ in one of the three categories, that indicates that race is better or worse in that category.  That 
category is treated as either one higher or one worse than the base line of the category for all purposes.  

Thus, a technology level 3 (TL3) race with +1 in the Defenses (Energy Fields) category would be treated 
as if it had a tech level of 4 for those systems. 

 

In published products, the technology level benefits will already be factored into the ships, bases and 
fighters.  However, when designing your own race and navy, the technology level will be important in 

your design decisions.  This is discussed in detail in the Custom Design section of this book. 
 

For reference purposes some examples of the various types of technology that become available are 
listed here for each technology level.  Additional technologies will be added in future sourcebooks. 
 

Section 3 Fleet Composition: 
 

3.1 Fleets 
Whether on the ground or in the cold vastness of space, the object of any war is to defeat your enemy. 
In Stellar Empires, victory depends on having the right starships, fighters and personnel deployed 

successfully.  For this reason, one of the most critical steps to achieving victory lies in choosing the right 

tools before the battle begins.  If you choose the wrong tools, you will inevitably be starting the battle at 
a disadvantage. 

 
3.1.1 Common Fleet Terms 
Listed below are a number of terms are used throughout these rules and other related materials. 
 

Fleet: This is generally the highest level of organization found in any navy. Each fleet is usually assigned 
to a specific sector of space.  A fleet can potentially operate as a single large battle force, but this rarely 
occurs. 

 
Task Force: Fleets are generally divided into a number of task force elements.  Each task force is 

assigned a portion of the overall duties the fleet is expected to perform. 

 

Technology Examples 
Tech Level 1 Tech Level 2 Tech Level 3 Tech Level 4 

Chemical/Projectile Weapons 
Missiles 
Cargo Bays/Shuttle Bays 
Turret Armor 
Basic AF 

Fusion Weapons 
Spinal Mounts 
Plasma Weapons 
Torpedoes 
Aegis Systems 
Carrier Bays 
Light Fighters 

Laser Weapons 
Linear Accelerators 
Particle Weapons 
Interceptors 
Stealth Technology 

Electro-Magnetic Weapons 
Ion Weapons 
Tachyon Weapons 
Medium Fighters 
Absorption Shields 



Task Group: These are the operational elements of any force.  Typically, a task force will be made up of 

several task groups, each of which has specific duties and responsibilities.  Sometimes task groups will 
combine into a larger battle group, but this is rare.  Examples of task force assignments are protection of 

a system, patrolling specific trade routes, or hunting pirates. 
 

Squadron: Task groups are made up of a number of squadrons, each containing between two to eight 

warships plus associated fighters.  The squadron is the workhorse of any task group and it is through the 
maneuvering and deployment of squadrons that players will find the way to victory. 

 
Starship: This is a single vessel.  They are usually assigned to a specific squadron but may also work 

alone. Starships that patrol or fight alone are either very well defended against missile and torpedo 
attacks, or very fast moving, or both.  Typically they are built with a little of everything in mind being 

able to perform a large number of different roles but excel in none.  A solo starship is vulnerable and 

rarely seen in large engagements. 
 

Flagship: This is a starship containing the overall task group, task force or fleet commander. 
 

Command Ship: These ships are the squadron equivalent of a flagship. 
 
Fighter Group: These are made up of two to twelve flights of the same fighter type.  All flights in a 

group are given the same mission and target. 
 

Flight: These are made up of a number of identical fighters (typically from 2 to 6) that operate as a 
cohesive unit.  Within this game fighter flights are the smallest organization dealt with.  The exact 

number of fighters in a flight is not relevant to the game. 

 
Fighter: These are small one to three-man short ranged craft.  In most settings they are deployed from 

a carrier or star base, though in some settings they are independent units.  With a few notable 
exceptions, a carrier is never deployed without its fighters.  More information on the fighters is provided 

in the fighter section of these rules. 

 

Section 4 Turn Sequence: 
 

4.1 The Turn Phases 
Each turn is split into a series of phases.  The table shown here 

summarizes the sequence of these phases and is followed by a 
description of each phase. 

 

4.2 Initiative Phase 
The purpose of this phase is to determine the initiative of each player’s forces. This determines both the 

movement and combat order for the turn. 
 

4.3 Movement  
Movement in Stellar Empires is based on the speed of a ship as well as its ability to maneuver.  
Movement requires no plotting or planning.  Instead, players can react to the movement of their enemy 

as each player alternates moving by ship or by squadron. The rules for movement are discussed in detail 

in the movement chapter of this book.   
 

4.3.1 Special Commands (Level 2) 
Ships move through the use of special commands.  There are three different types of special commands.  

Movement commands affect the way a ship moves. Combat commands alter how a ship acts in combat. 
Combined commands affect both.  A smart player will know when to use what command.  A ship can 

Turn Phases 

Initiative Phase 

Movement Phase 

Combat Phase 

Action Phase  

End Phase 



perform a single command or both a movement and a combat command.  Combined commands cannot 

be performed in combination with either movement or combat commands.  Commands are announced 
the moment a ship is moved during the movement phase.  Below is a list of the possible movement 

commands. 
 

Movement Commands    

 Crew Roll Movement Effect 

Bring Weapons to Bear Free 0 to .25x 
Add 1 Turn and Ship has no Turn Delay, Performed only if ship command was 
all stop last turn 

All Stop Free 0 to .5x No Turns Add +1 to defense rating and +1 to target to-hit numbers 

Come About -1 .25x to .5x Turn Delay Reduced to 1 Inch 

Full Speed Ahead Free 1x to 1.5x Cannot Turn 

Flank Speed Free .5x to 1x No Effect on Turns 

Track/Follow That Ship Opposed+ .5x to 1x Ship moves after target ship next turn as long as ship is not destroyed 

Ramming Speed -3 1x to 1.25x Reduce Number of Turns by 3 

Combined Commands     

Force Stand Down Opposed 0 to .5x Crew Check / +1 Per 2 Categories Larger / +2 If Ship Crippled 

Shield Ship Opposed 0 to .5x  

Rig for Silent Running 0 0 to .5x Gives -2 To Defense Rating and cannot fire weapons 

Launch Boarding Parties +1 0 to .5x Must be within 3” of immobile ship 

Evasive Action 0 .5x to .75x Gives -1 to Defense Rating and -1 To target to-hit numbers and -1 to Turns 

Scramble Fighters +1 .5x to 1x Allows Additional Flight to Launch – Ship Cannot Turn 

Roll Ship Free .5x to 1x Ship has +1 to all attack rolls for the turn 

Activate Device +1 .5x to 1x Allows ship to activate 1 device such as an IS drive or cloaking device 

All Hands to Deck 0 .5x to 1.25x Ship gets -2 to all repair rolls this turn and double the number of repair rolls. 

Close Blast Doors and 
Brace for Impact 

-1 .5x to 1.25x 
Ship turns reduced by 1 and ships armor thresholds are increased by 1 and 
structure thresholds are increased by 2. Attackers suffer a -1 to all critical 
rolls.  All repair rolls suffer a +3 penalty. 

Full Retreat -2 1x to 1.5x Combines the Effects of Full Speed Ahead and Activate Device 

Combat Commands    

Scouting Actions Free Any  

Concentrate Firepower 0 Any 
+1 to target to-hit numbers and Anti-Ship weapons can fire only on 1 target 
and turns reduced by 1 

All Hands to Deck -1 Any Gives ship -2 on to the target number of all repair rolls. 

Full Power to Shields! -1 Any Raises shield defenses by 1 and  gives -1 to all interception rolls 

Assault Planet/Base -2 Any  

Security Alert -2 Any Provides Defending Crew with -1 to Boarding action rolls 

Scanners to Full -2 Any Reduces Effects of Stealth and Jammers by 1 

Fire All Weapons -2 Any Ship may fire from all weapons arcs without penalties 

 
4.3.2 Special Action Rolls 

Just before a unit move when special commands for that unit have been declared that unit must make 

the crew skill roll in order to complete the command or commands.  This is done by rolling a single D10 
for each command and then adding the command modifier to the result.  If the roll is less than or equal 

to the target number the ship may successfully perform the command.  Failed roll means that the 
command cannot be performed.   

 
4.3.3 Opposed Rolls 

When unit are performing opposed roll the player performing the command rolls a D10 and adds his crew 

skill.  If the player whose ship is performing the maneuver rolls lower than the crew skill of the ship being 
targeted plus 6 then he is successful.  If he rolls higher the ship cannot perform the special command. 

 



4.3.4 Combining Combat and Movement Commands 

When performing multiple commands if one of them fails the other may still be performed successfully if 
the crew skill roll succeeds. 

 

4.4 Combat Phase 
The action phase is the core of the game turn.  During this phase, all ships, bases, and fighter squadrons 

fire weapons and determine damage on their ships.  
 

4.5 Action Phase  
This is where all ships may attempt any repairs, boarding actions, or activation of Inter-Stellar Drives. 
 

4.6 Morale Phase (Level 2) 
Squadrons that suffer damage and lose ships also suffer morale loss.  This can ultimately lead to the 

retreat of the squadron.  All morale checks are done during this phase and results applied immediately.  

Details on how to handle morale is covered in the Morale chapter of this book. 
 

4.7 Reinforcements Phase (Level 2) 
At the start of the game, players may purchase reinforcements.  During this phase, players roll to see if 

the reinforcements will arrive on the following turn.  Details on how to do this are provided in the 

Reinforcements chapter of this book. 
 

4.8 End Phase 
This final step of the turn is to check for victory.  If either side has achieved their victory requirements, 

the game ends with that player being the victor.  If not, proceed with the next turn.   

 
Reinforcements that have not yet arrived do not count in any way for purposes of determining victory.  

This means that if one side should lose its entire force, then that side loses the game, even if potential 
reinforcements outnumber the remaining enemy. Note: reinforcements determined as arriving the next 

turn are considered at the site of the battle. 

 

Section 5 Initiative: 
 

5.1 Initiative Rolls  
At the start of each initiative phase each players rolls D10.  The base technology of each fleet and the 

highest command bonus is added to its initiative roll.  If combined fleets are being used the average 
(rounded down) technology of each side is added to the initiative roll.  So if a player’s fleet consists of 

two races that are fighting side-by-side and one has a technology level of 4 and the other a technology of 

1 they would add 2 to their roll. 
 

5.1.1 Movement Order 
The player with the highest initiative wins.  The losing player will move a unit first.  Fighter flights are 

moved as groups of four.  For every ship that moves you may move four fighter flights.   

 
5.1.2 Unequal Units Movement 

If, prior to any movement, one player or team has twice the number of units left as another team he 
moves 2 units rather than one.  If he has 3 times as many he moves 3 each time, and so on.  Ships 

moving as a squadron fire and move as if they were a single unit. 
 EX: At the start of the movement phase, Side A has 8 units, all warships, and Side B has 5 units 

that are also warships.  Side A wins the initiative so side B moves first.  Side A does not have double or 

more the number of units as Side B has remaining to move, so Side B moves one unit.  Now side A has 7 
units left while Side B has 4 units left to move.  Since Side A has still does not have twice as many units 

left as side B, each side again moves one unit.  Before the third pair of movements, Side A has 6 units 



left to be moved, twice as many as Side B has left to move.  This means that Side A must now move 2 

units for every one that Side B moves until all units of both players have moved.   
 

Section 6 Movement: 
 

6.1 Movement Rules 
Stellar Empires represents small to medium-scale conflicts between fleets.  Players only need worry about 
the direction their ships travel in.  Details such as the way thrust is applied, pivots and rolls, and the like 

are dealt with by the individual ship captains. 

 
6.1.1 Turns 

Each ship has a number of 45 degree turns it can perform.  As a ship takes damage the number of turns 
it is allowed may be reduced. 

 
6.1.2 Rolls 
Rolling a ship simply switches the port side for the starboard.  Rolling allows a ship to bring a fresh side 

to bear against enemy attacks and helps prevent the ship’s destruction.  Any ship may roll during any 
movement phase. 

 

6.2 Movement Mechanics 
Movement is very simple in Stellar Empires.  Just before a ship is moved per the order rules in section 

5.1.1 it will first choose what special command or commands it will perform when using level 2 rules. The 
command determines the distance the ship must travel during the round.  The maximum turns are found 

by checking the ship control sheet and reading off the maximum number of turns the ship can make and 

then adding the appropriate number of turns as listed on the commands chart.  For example a ship with 
3 turns is given the command “Full Speed Ahead” and the number of turns it has is a quarter of the 

normal.  The three turns are reduced to one turn.   
 

6.2.1 Moving Ships 
Each ship has its basic movement stats listed on its ship control sheet like those shown here. 
 

 



At the start of each ship’s movement it must first move a forward 2 inches before any turn may be made. 

The only exception is for commands that alter the turn delay which are used under level 2 rules.  A ship 
may exchange 3 turns in order to increase any single turn into a 90 degree turn.  A ship can exchange 4 

turns to allow a single 135 degree turn or 5 turns to a single 180 degree turn.  So if a ship normally has 4 
turns it may exchange 3 turns to make a single 90 degree turn have a single 45 degree turn left or it may 

make a single 135 degree turn.  

 
6.2.2 Moving Your Squadrons 

When ships are moving as a squadron they are no longer treated individually.  This means that you move 
every ship in a squadron simultaneously.  The special movement commands that each ship performs may 

vary as long as the squadron is not performing any combined commands. The command ship of the 
squadron is moved first and then the remaining members of the squadron to keep them inside the 

command radius of the squadron command ship. 

 
A ship is out of command due to distance from his squadron commander if it is more than 7 inches from 

the command ship.  That ship will move at the same time as his squadron moves but must do everything 
possible to return to within the command radius of 7 inches of the command ship.  If the ship is unable 

to return to formation during the next turn it is no longer considered part of the squadron and must 

move and fire separately.  Ships that are out of the command radius suffer a +1 to its defense rating and 
-1 to its target numbers until it returns to the squadron.  Ships may choose to fall out of formation but 

suffer the out of command penalties during the turn in which they do so.  They cannot later rejoin the 
squadron. 

 
When movement begins, players move their squadrons in the order indicated by initiative.  All the normal 

movement rules and restrictions apply. 

 

Section 7 Action Phase: 
 

7.1 Starship Combat Statistics 
To measure one ship against another for capability and power, a common set of statistics are used.  

These statistics are described below.  

 
Category: This represents the size of the ship and typically ranges from 1 to 12 for ships, and is always 

0 for fighters.  Note: larger categories will be introduced later for extremely large ships and bases. 
 

Armor: This is used to protect a ship from attacks that have hit the hull. The higher the armor number, 

the harder the ship is to damage.  Larger units, such as bases, may have different armor arrangements 
that will be covered in future products.  

 
Structure Blocks: These represent the amount of damage that an external section of a ship can 

withstand before that section is destroyed, crippling the ship.  External sections are the fore, side, and 
rear sections of a ship.  Additional sections may be included for larger ships in future products. 

 
Primary Structure; This represents the amount of damage to its internal areas that a ship can take 
before being completely destroyed. 

 
Threshold; This represents the amount a damage a structure block can sustain from a single attack 

before damage will pass through to the following section. 

 
Redundancy (Level 2): This represents the amount of redundant systems that a ship has that serve to 

protect its vital systems. 
 



7.2 Weapon Combat Statistics 
If a statistic is not applicable to a weapon, it will not be listed in that weapon's stat column.  The 
statistics for a weapon are as follows:  

 
Class: This refers to the size of the weapons.  Typically larger weapons will do more damage and have a 

longer range, but also have a slower firing rate and require more energy to function. 

 
Type: This refers to the type of weapon, such as laser or plasma.  Different types of weapons have 

differing capabilities, strengths and weaknesses.  Note that the weapon type entry in a weapon system 
block will also indicate any other special features, such as pulse or piercing abilities (e.g., laser/pulse). 

 

Range: This indicates the maximum distance that a weapon can fire.   
 

Damage: This represents the amount of damage the weapon can do.  Generally, a nomenclature similar 
to (4D10) will be used.  This would mean you would roll 4 ten-sided dice.  Unless specified otherwise, do 

not add these dice together. 
 

Fire Delay; This value indicates the number of rounds that must pass before a weapon can fire again.  A 

delay of one indicates that if the weapon were fired on turn one, it could fire again on turn 2.  If a 
weapon had a delay of 4 and was fired on turn 2, it could not fire again until turn 6. 

 
Intercept (Int); The Int value represents a weapon’s vulnerability to interception.  Weapons with the 

Int value listed as Beam cannot be intercepted. 

 
Traits; This represents the special abilities that a weapon possesses such as armor piercing. 

 

7.3 General Combat Rules 
This section just talks about a few basics for the game and has a few more definitions. 

 
7.3.1 Friendly Fire 
Unless specifically stated in a scenario or special rule, no ship may fire at a friendly target.  
 

7.3.2 Defining a Weapon System 
The term “weapon system” is commonly used through these rules.  It is important to understand what is 
meant by the term “weapon system” in Stellar Empires.  Warships are generally armed with a variety of 

weapons.  In most cases, they will have multiple examples of the same weapon located at various points 
along the warship's hull.  Weapons mounted in turrets are collectively referred to as a weapon system.   

 

This is a typical weapons data block. 

 

This is a typical weapon system block.  This means that there are 3 naval lasers mounted in a single 
turret that can fire into the forward 180 degrees of the ship and would cost 24.75 energy points each 

time it fires.  Turrets must fire all of their weapons at the same target and cannot split fire. 
 

Type Number Arc 

Energy 

Cost 

N Laser 3 3 FH 24.75 

 

Name Tech Class Type Max  Damage Reduction   Thresholds     Int. Delay Total  

        Range Dice Shld Arm Shld Arm Strct Vul.   Energy 

                            

N Laser 3 3 4 Laser 20 3D10 1 1 -1 0 0 Beam 3 8.25 



7.4 Line-of-Sight 
There are times when a player must determine if a ship has line-of-sight (LOS) to a target or if it is within 
a specific distance of the line-of-sight.  To determine LOS, draw an imaginary line between the two ships 

in question.  The illustration shown here is an example of line-of-sight.  If the line between the attacker 
and the defender crosses through any asteroids or planets, line-of-sight is blocked.  Nebulas and other 

forms of stellar matter have modifiers to the target number.  If the defender has ships that cross over the 

line they may be considered screening ships.  Details for screening ships are given later on.  
 

Line-of-Sight Illustration 
 

7.5 Weapon Arcs 
There are six arc sizes in Stellar Empires.  Those arcs are shown as follows. 

 

Beam Arcs      Forward/Side/Aft Arcs 

 
 
Third Arcs      Half Arcs 

 
 
Swivel Turret Arc     Turret Arc 

 
 



Full Range Turret 

 
All arcs have 2 values.  The first value shows the direction in which the arc faces.  The second shows the 
size of the arc.  A weapon with a F / Fc are like the heavy laser shown below will be able to fire into a 90 

degree arc centered facing the front of the ship.  There are four primary arcs, they are Forward (F), Port 

(P), Starboard (S), Aft (A).  There are also four secondary arcs and they are Forward Port (FP), Forward 
Starboard (FS), Aft Port (AP), Aft Starboard (AS).  For the primary arcs the direction shows where the arc 

is centered on.  For secondary arcs types the arc shows where the weapon arc starts and what way it will 
swing.  If a weapon has an FP / 1/3 arc the weapons arc will start on the central axis on the front of the 

ship and swing to the ship’s port for 120 degrees. 

 

 
 
7.5.1 Attack Direction 

When a ship comes under fire the arc that is hit is found by drawing a line from the center of the attacker 

to the center of the target and reviewing the Forward/Aft/Side arcs chart to determine which side is hit.  



If the ship is rolled the Port and Starboard sides are switched accordingly.   If an arc is split the defender 

chooses which of the two sections is hit. 
 

7.6 Declaring Fire 
When declaring your fire all ships operating individually may target any enemy ship.  Before a ship moved 

during the movement phase it was required to choose its special commands.  Now before it can fire it 

must declare the target of any and all weapon systems and determine if there is enough energy.  If the 
ship has extra energy it is used to charge the capacitors of the ship at this point.  Once firing is declared 

the ships rolls all of its attacks.  If a ship still has weapons to fire and a ship has already been destroyed 
they cannot switch targets and fire at other ships unless otherwise stated in the weapon’s description. 

 

7.7 Rolling to-hit 
During combat no damage can take place unless a ship can 

successfully hit another.  To do this a ship not only needs to 
be able to see its target but also successfully get past any 

shields, ECM, and escort ships protecting its target. The base 

value is determined by the combat skill of the crew.  The 
better the crew the easier it is for them to perform difficult 

special commands and hit in combat. 
 

7.7.1 Attack Modifiers 

The combat skill is the base from which all modifiers will be added to determine the target number 
needed for the attacker to hit its target.  The target number is the value that the player must roll less 

than or equal to in order to successfully strike its target.  There are numerous types of modifiers that 
initially may seem overwhelming but are rather simple one you get used to them.  

 
7.7.1.1 Defense Rating 

The next modifier to the target number is 

determined by the size of the target ship.  
Larger ships can be tracked with greater ease 

by the myriad of sensor types that each empire 
might use in Stellar Empires.  This value is 

found on the Starship Data Sheet of the 

defending ship.  This value is added to the 
target number.  Some shields and other 

defensive systems may even further decrease 
the defense rating making it possible for very large ships to be just as hard to successfully damage as 

smaller ships without such protection.  Additional rules for even larger ships may become available in 

future supplements.  These ships will be genrally considered one of a kind in that they are so large 
empires will only be able to field a few if any of them at all. 

 
EX: A Hellcat which is a warship (category 9) ship with a veteran crew (combat skill 6) is shooting at an 

Omicron which is a heavy warship.  The player needs a 7 or less to hit the target (6 (combat skill) +1 
(target is heavy warship)) before the rest of the modifiers are taken into account.   

 

7.7.1.2 Relative Ship Facing 
The direction a ship is traveling also alters the chances a 

ship has of hitting another ship.  The facing chart below 
shows the modifier to the target number due to facing.  If 

the target ship is being hit in its fore section the front 

facing modifier applies.  If the defending ship is being 
struck on either side the side facing modifier is used and the aft facing modifier is when you are hitting 

the aft section of a ship.   

Crew 
Type 

Combat 
Skill 

Crew Skill 
Rolls 

Ace 8 8 

Elite 7 7 

Veteran 6 6 

Regular 5 5 

Green 4 4 

Attack Roll Modifier 

Defending Ship 
Type Category Defense Rating 

Large Ships 12+ +2 

Heavy Warships 10 to 11 +1 

Warships 7 to 9 0 

Combat Vessels 4 to 6 -1 

Dropships  1 to 3 -2 

Fighters Fighter * 

Facing   

  Front Target +0 

  Side Target -1 

 Aft Target +1 



 

EX: Continuing with the example above the Omicron is headed directly towards the Hellcat.  Adding the 
modifier of -1 to the target number of 7 the Overlord now needs a 6 or less in order to hit the Omicron. 

 
7.7.1.3 Sensors and Range 

Different empires will likely have different level of sensor technology.  First check the sensor rating of the 

attacking ship.  Then simply measure the range from the center of the attacking ship to the center of the 
target ship and compare this to the range of the target to determine the range modifier.  

 

Combat Range Target Number Modifier 

 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 

4 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 

5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

6 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 

7 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 

8 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 

9 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90 

10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

 

EX: The Hellcat has a sensor range of 7.  Measuring from center to center the range is found to be 23 
inches.  The Hellcat adds -3 to the 6 reducing the target number to 3 or less on a D10.  Only weapons 

with a range of 23 inches or greater could be fired at the Omicron. 
 

Another way to calculate the range without having to consult the sensor chart above is to divide the 

actual range by the sensor range, rounding down, and then subtracting 1.  If a ship with a sensor range 
of 4 is at a range of 17 inches the target modifier is a -3 (17/4 = 4.25 -> Round Down to 4 -> Subtract 1 

= 3). 
 

7.7.1.4 Ship Commands (Level 2) 
Ship commands are also taken into account.  The attacking player already suspected he would have 

difficulties hitting the Omicron and at the beginning of his movement declared that the Hellcat would be 

performing the concentrate firepower command and no movement commands giving hit a +1 to the 
target number.  This raises the value in the example from a 3 to a 4. 

 
7.7.1.5 Electronic Warfare Modifiers (Level 2) 

These modifiers are explained in more detail in the EW section of the basic rules of the game.    

 
7.7.1.6 Defensive Networks 

In order to assist in the survival of the fleet and the protection of key ships such as command ships and 
carriers, fleets always maintain high levels of electronic protection which confuse enemy targeting 

systems.  This electronic protection makes it increasingly difficult for accurate and reliable targeting 

solutions to be made deep into an enemy formation.  There are two types of electronic protection 
possible in Stellar Empires: escort screens and squadron screens. 
 
7.7.1.6.1 Escort Screens 

When targeting ships in a squadron, each enemy ship between the firing ship and the target inflicts a -2 
to the target number (assuming said ships are part of the targeted ship’s squadron).  To bypass a ship, 

the attacker must be closer to the escort than the target of the attack.  Thus, if you target a ship that has 

four squadron mates in front of it, you would suffer a -8 to your target number.  If two ships are equal 
distance from the attacking ship, then you may target either one without penalty.  However, if you target 

a ship behind these two equal distant ships you would suffer a penalty to your fire for both of them (-4 in 



this case).  This allows players to set up defensive screens within a squadron in order to protect the 

command or other valuable ships. 
 

7.7.1.6.2 Squadron Screens 
When targeting an enemy squadron, any other squadron that has at least one ship within 2 hexes of the 

line-of-sight between the command ship of the attacking squadron and the command ship of the 

defending squadron, AND is closer to the attacking squadron, provides a general -2 to the target number 
versus all ships in the defending squadron.  Thus, if fire were to pass through two enemy squadrons to 

hit a third, fire against all the ships in the defending squadron would be at a -4.  Note: This is in addition 
to any escort screening bonuses above. 

 
The proper use of squadron and fleet formations can make some ships virtually immune to fire without 

first destroying the screening vessels in front of them or sending flanking forces around the fleet. 

 
Note: all screening penalties for ballistic and volley weapons (see below) are based on the original 

launching hex of the attacking squadron and the current position of the target at the time of impact.  A 
marker should be placed on launch hexes as a reminder of the ballistics’ origins. 

 

7.7.2 Making the To-Hit Roll 
Once a target or targets have been declared by a ship, it is time to make the to-hit rolls.  This is done by 

adding in the attacking ship's crew skill plus adding in the penalties (if any).  Finally add in all of the 
defensive bonuses the defending squadron enjoys such as escort and squadron screens (see Defensive 

Networks), shields, and electronic warfare.  Then roll a D10, if the result is less than or equal to the 
target number the attack hits. 

 

Pulse Weapons: A weapons system of 4 pulse cannons with a pulse rate of 5 would roll 4 to hit 

rolls using the hit chart for each roll and under the 5 weapons column.  If the players agree to it 

instead of rolling 4 times a single roll under the 20 weapons chart, 4 pulse cannons x 5 pulses per 

cannon, could be rolled in order to speed the game along. 

If a weapon system consists of more than 20 weapons, roll the first twenty.  Check the chart for the 
remainder and check how many shots would have hit with the same results.  For Example a ship has 27 

small particle cannons.  The attacker has a target number of 4.  The attack roll is a 2.  Checking the chart 
for the first 20 shots gets a result of 14 hits.  The chart is again consulted as if the same roll was made 

but this time for only 7 shots.  The result is 5 more shots hitting the ship.  The total weapons hits against 

the target are found on the chart to be 19 shots out of the 27.   
 

 

Weapon Factor                
Roll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

6 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 

5 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 
4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 

3 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 
2 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 

1 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 
0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 

-1 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 6 7 8 8 9 10 10 11 12 12 13 

-2 1 1 2 3 4 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 9 10 11 12 12 13 14 14 
-3 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 9 10 11 12 13 13 14 15 16 

-4 1 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 14 15 16 17 
-5 1 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 14 15 16 17 18 

-6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 



 

7.8 Damage Resolution 
Once a weapon has hit, the players must determine what, if any, damage occurs.   

 
7.8.1 Determining Damage 

All weapons will have a damage rating indicated by a number and a die type, such as 3d8.  In this case, 

it would indicate that you would roll three 8-sided dice to determine the damage.  These dice are rolled 
together but are not added together.  Rather, each individual die is compared to the armor rating of the 

target.  In the case of dice with a bonus also indicated (such as 3d8+1) the bonus is added to each die.  
Each die that exceeds the armor rating will do damage as specified on the damage matrix on the next 

page. In the case of multiple volley weapons simply multiply the damage by the number of weapons 

hitting the target. 
 
7.8.2 Marking Armor Damage 
Every time a weapon hits a ship and the damage die is equal to or greater than the armor value the ship 

take 1 armor damage per die damage.  Some weapons will do more above 1 point of armor damage per 
weapon die.  In all cases it is notated on the weapons block and also explained in the weapons 

description.  Damage dice are always taken into account from the lowest die roll to the highest. 

 
7.8.2.1 Armor Reducing 

When a ship is hit the armor is reduced.  Each weapon has an armor 
reduction value.  This value is how many armor points a ship loses every 

time the damage die roll is greater than the armor threshold after shields 

are taken into account.  If a weapon has an armor reducing value of 2 or 
more it will always reduce the armor by one point when the damage 

result is equal to the armor threshold and by 2 if the damage roll is 
greater than the armor value.  Dies results less than the armor threshold 

have no effect.  Weapons with an armor reduction value of ½ will do only 

a half point of damage.  Mark only after all the half points are tallied from the attacks of a single ship or 
squadron and then simply round up any left over half points to a full point.   

 
EX: The Omicron cruiser has an armor of 6 on its front section.  The Omicron is fired on and hit by a 

medium plasma cannon and a heavy laser.  The player decides to roll the plasma cannon first.  The 
player rolls 5D10 with the results being a 1, 3, 6, 7, and 9.  The plasma is an armor reducing weapon and 

as such each successful roll will reduce the armor by 2.  The 1 and 3 are dropped.  The 6 does no 

structure damage but since the result is equal to the armor rating the armor is reduced by 1 point due to 
the weapon’s armor reduction attribute.  The die results of 7 and 9 are both more than the armor rating 

and the structure will take 1 damage point from the 7 and 3 points of damage from the 9. The armor 
takes 2 points of damage from each die for a total of 4 more points because of its armor reduction 

attribute.  The armor threshold has been reduced to 5 by the medium plasma.  Having finished rolling the 

medium plasma cannon’s damage the heavy laser is next in line.  The heavy laser does 4D10+1 dice 
damage.  The heavy laser’s damage dice are rolled and the results are 2, 4, 6, and 10.  The +1 is added 

to each die increasing the result to 3, 5, 7, and 11. The 3 is below the armor and is dropped having no 
effect.  The 5 is now equal to the armor and because the laser does not have the armor reduction ability 

no armor is marked off.  The 7 and the 11 are over the armor value and will remove 2 more armor (1 
each).  The 7 is 2 more than the armor so the structure will take 2 damage points.  The 11 is 6 more 

than the facing armor threshold and the structure will now take 6 more damage for a total of 12 damage 

points of structure damage from both weapons.  
 

7.8.3 Allocating the Structural Damage and Thresholds 

Fore Armor 

THRD      

7      

6 6 7 7 9 9 

5 7 11    

4      

3      

2      

1      



 All ships can take a limited amount of damage.  This is represented by the ship's structure track.  Once 

all the blocks on a structure track have been marked as destroyed, the ship is considered crippled.  If the 
primary structure is destroyed the ship is destroyed.  The amount of structural damage caused from an 

attack is indicated on the damage matrix shown.  Simply fill in the appropriate number of blocks from the 
first row from left to right to record the damage. Each point of damage above the threshold passes to the 

following structure block.  All Damage that is over the primary structures threshold passes to the 

opposing side and then to the opposing side’s armor.     

 

EX: Note that the last hit was 6 damage to the facing structure block, if the facing structure block has a 
threshold of less than 6 the additional points will pass on to the ships primary structure.  In the case of 

the Omicron the facing structure blocks have thresholds of 4.  This means that the facing structure took 9 
points of damage and the 3 extra points from the last die is passed to the primary structure because 6 is 

3 more than the fore structure threshold. 
 

7.8.4 Section Destruction, Crippling Ships, and Ship Explosions 

There are numerous ways to destroy a ship.  Ships can be destroyed by having section of them hit so 
hard that damage passes through and through causing such devastation that the ship faces a good 

chance of simply exploding.  They can also be hit by so many weapons that the center of the ship is 
destroyed.  Ships can also be crippled in numerous ways.  This section describes them all. 

 

7.8.4.1 Section Destruction and Crippled Ships 
When a structure section is completely destroyed the ship is considered crippled and cannot perform any 

special commands.  The ship’s reactor power is reduced to half if it was not already there due to reactor 
damage.  If the ship was already reduced to half power the remaining power is unchanged.  Weapons 

fire suffers a -1 penalty to the target number and all interception rolls suffer a +1.  Crippled ships also 

can no longer trade turns to increase other turns.  Ships that lose all but 1/3 their original crew 
compliments are also considered crippled. 

 
7.8.4.2 Blow Throughs (Level 2) 

When a ship takes enough damage from a single die roll that damage passes through from one side to 
the other damaging the structure on the opposite side it is called a blow through. When this happens 

count the number of points that passed through and divide by the ship category (round down), this is the 

ship’s explosion modifier.  Roll a single D10 and add the explosion modifier.  If the result is 8 or more the 
ship explodes. 

 
7.8.4.3 Exploding Ships (Level 2) 

Ships that explode do damage to ships around them.  This damage is equal to the structure remaining 

divided by 10 in 10 sided dice regardless of ship category.  The damage radius is equal to half the ship 
category in inches.  Against fighter flights roll a number of D10’s equal to half the ship category rounded 

down to see if they are hit and then the fighters may make their save rolls normally. 
 

7.9 Energy Defenses and Shields 
Many ships are equipped with shields or other defenses that may act as additional layers of armor or 
decrease a ship’s defense rating.  There are also systems designed to protect a ship from attacks.  These 

weapons are designed to negate incoming attacks or destroy incoming missiles and torpedoes.   
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7.9.1 Fields 
Fields are specialized systems that help protect a ship.  Fields typically make a ship more difficult to hit by 

blocking EW or deflecting attacks.  Fields do not prevent damage that a ship might take if and when it is 
hit.   

 

7.9.2 Shields 
As the technological level of a military force increases, ships become more vulnerable to severe damage 

from weapons fire.  Eventually, they begin to seek methods of absorbing the damage from a hit without 
the weapon ever touching their ships.  Shields are the eventual result of such research. 

 
Shields project incredibly powerful globes of energy around a starship that have the ability to absorb 

incoming attacks. 

 
Most shields protect the ship by absorbing some of the damage inflicted by enemy weapons, effectively 

increasing the armor of the ship.  Shields may have a variety of statistics and functions depending upon 
which type.  Each of these is described below. 

 

Shield Projectors, Capacitors, and Generators; 
Shield systems are made up of three distinct parts: shield generators, capacitors, and projectors.  The 

generators create the shield energy, the capacitors store that energy for when the shield is needed, and 
the projectors form the actual shield.  Ships normally have four shield projectors.  Each projector covers 

one of the four arcs around the ship.  If the projector covering a given arc is destroyed, then that portion 
of the shield will drop, but the remaining portions of the shield will still be intact.  Capacitors are often 

stored near the projectors in a ship.  The shield generator is typically mounted in the inner sections of the 

ship.    
 

Type: This indicates the type of shield. 
 

Absorption: Absorption is an indication of how well the shield absorbs damage.  The absorption rating is 

a bonus to the ship's armor and has its own threshold.  As shields take damage this threshold may be 
reduced. 

 
Capacity:   Both shields and fields have a limited capacity for absorbing damage.  This is indicated by 

the shield's capacity rating.  On each ship sheet, a Shield System Damage box is similar to the one used 

to track damage to structure of a ship.  The top row labeled generator is used to track damage to the 
generator.  The remaining rows are used to track how much capacity each projector has remaining.  If a 

shield projector is destroyed, a line should be marked through it to indicate this fact. 
 

Regeneration: Shields will recover some of their used capacity over the course of the game.  This is 
represented by this stat.  Each point of regeneration allows each shield projector to recover one point of 

capacity at the end of each turn. 

 
Shield generators can often withstand several hits before being taken out of commission.  Damage 

should be marked normally for these systems.  A shield generator is considered fully functional until it is 
destroyed.  Shield generators are damaged only after the shield projector in the arc the damage is 

received from has been destroyed or from a systems hit that hits the generator directly.   

 
7.9.2.1 Losing Shield Capacity 

As noted earlier, shields can only absorb a limited amount of damage before overloading and dropping.  
This is represented by the shield’s capacity rating.  Not all hits against a ship will cause the loss of a 

capacity point.  There are two ways capacity points can be lost; first is due to hits against the ship from 
other ships or fighter flights and the second from direct damage against the shield system. 



 

7.9.2.1.1 Absorption Shields  
Any pulse in which a ship is the target of an attack from a single enemy ship, and the attack hits and has 

a damage roll equal to or greater than 7 will cause that shield to lose one projector capacity point.   
 

EX:  A ship has an absorption shield in its front arc with a power level of 3.  This means the shields has a 

threshold of 3.  The ship is hit with four weapons.  The weapons were 3 particle cannons (2D8 each) and 
1 medium plasma cannon.  The particle cannons roll a total of 6D8 and the results are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 

8.  All but one of the dice rolls are all lower than 7 and the shield loses one capacity point from those 
hits.  The die rolls may have been enough to damage the ship and/or reduce the armor of the ship but 

that is discussed in a later section.  The medium plasma cannon rolls 4 ten-sided dice and the results are 
4, 6, 7, and 10.  The shield would lose two capacity points as the 7 and the 10 is enough to cause the 

ship to lose a capacity point.  The ship lost a total of 3 capacity points from the attack. 

 
Fields: Fields only lose half a capacity point for each hit that has a damage die roll equal to 7 or greater.  

Fields lose a single capacity point against weapons with a shield reduction of 2 and they lose 2 points 
against weapons with a shield reduction of 3.   

 

Combining Shields and Fields:  If a field is combined with a shield it will share the capacity points 
with the shield and lose shield points just as fast as a normal shield and no longer at the slower rate of a 

field.  In order for fields to lose capacity at the reduced rate they cannot be combined with shields of any 
kind. As with the armor reduction trait, round up the half point of shield capacitor damage after tallying 

the damage from each separate ship that attacks the target ship.  Fields can be combined with shields 
but typically are not except by highly advanced empires because of the enormous energy cost a ship 

must pay to maintain both systems in operation. 

 
7.9.2.1.1.1 Shield Reducing Weapons 

Shield reducing weapons reduce shield capacity exactly like armor reducing weapons reduce armor 
threshold on a ship.   

 

EX: If the medium plasma cannon fired in the example above was a shield reducing weapon the ship 
would have lost 3 capacity points since the die result of 6 is equal to twice the shield threshold and would 

also have reduced the shield’s capacity by a single point. 
 

7.9.2.1.4 Shield System Hits 

The second method by which a ship will lose capacity points is damage done directly to the shield 
system.  Anytime a damage roll indicates shield damage, that ship loses one capacity point in the 

appropriate shield projector.   
 

7.9.2.1.6 Complete Loss of Shield Capacity 
Once all the capacity points for a particular shield projector have been lost, the shield in the arc the 

projector was protecting drops.  Any additional damage passing through that arc is unaffected by the 

shield.  In addition, if a system damage roll indicates shield damage, the shield projector itself is marked 
as destroyed.  Any additional shield damage is marked against the shield generator itself.  Once the 

shield generator loses all of its damage points all shields on the ship will drop. 
  

7.9.2.2 Shields, Absorption and Damage Results 

Shields with a threshold rating effectively increase the armor rating for the ship for all purposes, including 
when determining the result of a hit.  Therefore, if a ship with a shield threshold of 2 and an armor rating 

of 4 was hit, that ship is treated as though it has an armor rating of 6 until the shield has been destroyed 
or dropped due to loss of capacity points. 

   
7.9.2.3 Shield Arcs 



A ship can have between one and four shield projectors, with each projector protecting a specific arc of 

the ship.  All fire from a single ship must be taken on the same arc, but fire from differing ships may be 
split between arcs. 

 
7.9.2.4 Shield Capacity Regeneration 

Most shield systems can regenerate their capacity over the course of a game.  If a shield has this ability, 

it will be noted in the shield data box at the top of the sheet.  The number indicated is the number of 
capacity points regained during each End Turn Phase.  If a projector has lost all of its points during a 
turn, it must wait one full turn as the system resets before beginning to regenerate points.  Thus, if the 
shield is knocked out on the turn 3, it would not start regenerating until the End Turn Phase of turn 4.  If 
the projector on that side is destroyed the shield cannot regenerate any points for the remainder of the 
game.  Loss of the generator causes all the ship’s shield to drop. 

 

7.9.3 Interceptors 
Most ships utilize defensive weapon systems commonly referred to as interceptors.  Ships use 

interceptors in an effort to destroy or disrupt incoming attacks.  Ships can also use their interceptors to 
help protect other ships, forming a web of defensive fire that attacks must manage to penetrate.  While 

interceptors come in many forms, for the purposes of this game they use a common set of rules. 

 
7.9.3.1 Interceptor Types  

Interceptors come in two forms, standard and heavy.  Standard interceptors are what most ships uses.  
Heavy interceptors or a combination of both interceptor types are what larger ships that are used as 

carriers or flagships are usually defended with.  There are also three subtypes of each interceptor 
depending upon the primary purpose of the interceptors.  These subtypes are listed below. 

 

Close Defense: This refers to the interceptor’s ability to stop direct fire weapons from hitting the ship.  
This rating is used when defending against non-volley attacks that can be intercepted.  Close Defense 

interceptors replenish fully for each new squadron that attacks the ship mounting them.   
 

Assist; Ships can use their interceptors to help protect other ships in their squadron.  The efficiency of 
the interceptors drops tremendously because the ship assisting his comrade does it at a longer range 
than if he was protecting himself and he must avoid hitting the friendly ship he is going to protect.   

 
Volley; Volley is the third basic way interceptors are used. The way they work is that they use a great 

amount of fire to saturate an area and blanket it with enough fire to hopefully shoot down the missiles or 

fighters that are its target. 
 

7.9.3.2 Interceptor Ratings 
Interceptors, no matter their form, are rated along a common set of statistics.  They act as a limited 

weapon interdiction system.  They have a rating roll a number of dice equal to this rating when trying to 
intercept enemy fire.  Only non-beam weapons are susceptible to interceptor fire. 

 

7.9.3.3 Intercept Die; 
 Interceptor systems have an intercept die associated with them.  This is rolled whenever a player 

attempts to intercept the incoming fire.  The dies type is determined by the technology level of the 
defender.   

Active 

Defense 
Technology 

1 2 3 4 

Die Used D12 D12 D12 D12 

 
7.9.3.4 Intercepting Fire 



A ship can only intercept an attack if the weapon being fired is noted as having an intercept vulnerability 

rating.   
 

7.9.3.4.1 Close Defense Interceptors 
Intercept attempts are made after all of the fire from a given ship squadron at a given ship has been 

announced and all to-hit rolls have been made.  Interceptor systems are smart systems that do not waste 

effort on incoming fire that will not hit the ship.  If multiple squadrons attack a single target, that target 
intercepts fire from each squadron separately with his full interception capabilities.  It does not have to 

split its interception ability between the attacking squadrons.  
 

Once all successful hits have been made, the defending player indicates which weapon systems he will 
attempt to intercept and how many dice he will dedicate to each given weapon system.  Once this is 

declared, the defending player rolls the appropriate number of close defense dice against each weapon 

being intercepted.  Each die that equals or is less than the intercept vulnerability rating for the weapon 
types stops all damage from that weapon. 

 
7.9.3.4.2 Volley Intercept 

For volley attacks, the number of successful intercepts reduces the total volley rating by that amount.  

This adjusted volley rating is then divided among the ships in the target squadron normally.  Note: ships 
do not get an additional intercept attempt for their close defense interceptors.   

 
Example: A squadron is under attack by a strength-20 volley attack.  There are four ships in the 

defending squadron, each with a 3 volley intercept rating.  This provides them with a total of 12 volley 
intercept dice. The dice type is determined by the ship’s active defense technology as being 10-sided 

dice.  The incoming missiles have an intercept vulnerability of 5.  The defending player rolls 12D10.  Five 

of the dice result in a 5 or less, reducing the entire volley to 15 before being divided between the ships in 
the target squadron.  Extra missiles are spread among the ships closest to the source of the attack. 

 
If multiple volley attacks are made against a squadron in a single pulse (or in the ballistic detonation 

phase), the squadron gets its full volley interception dice against each volley.   

 
7.9.3.4.3 Assist Interceptors  

If a ship has interceptors that can be used to defend another member of its squadron, the ship’s 
intercept system will have an assist rating greater than 0.  A ship with assist interceptors may intercept 

for a squadron mate that is within 5 inches of its position as long as its range to the attacking ship is no 

greater than the range of the attacking ship’s range to target (you cannot assist a ship you are behind 
relative to the attacker). 

 
A ship with an assist rating greater than 1 can spread its assist dice however it wishes, as long as it 

meats that above restrictions.  Thus, a ship with an assist rating of 3 that meats all the qualifications to 
assist intercept for 2 squadron mates could use 2 dice for one squadron mate and one for the other. 

 

In some cases, multiple types of intercept dice may be available to assist or volley intercept.  When this is 
true the player must indicate which types of dice are being used for which purposes when allocating 

intercept fire.   
 

7.9.3.5 Pulse Weapons and Interceptors 

Pulse weapons use a special rule for intercept.  A single successful interception will stop only a single 
“pulse”, not the entire sequence of pulses (see the pulse rules for details on these weapons).  Thus if a 

player were hit with two pulse weapons whose attack rolls indicated a total of five pulses hit, it would 
require five successful interception rolls to successfully stop the entire attack. 

 
7.9.3.6 Aegis Systems 



Aegis systems are specialized Fire Control Systems designed to engage and destroy torpedoes, missiles 

and small craft (Fighters).  These systems allow a single ship to potentially defend an entire fleet and can 
quickly whittle down even the largest volley of missiles.  If a ship has an Aegis system, its stats will be 

located in the Interceptor Data block as shown to the right.  The number is the system’s range.  
 

Ships with an Aegis system allow their interceptor batteries to be used to defend other ships within their 

Aegis range. These effects stack with the target ships interceptor rating. 
 

Example: The Marikai Escort Cruiser has an Aegis range of 14 and 4 interceptors. The Omicron Heavy 
Cruiser is 12 inches away and about to come under heavy fire. The Marikai can designate all or part of its 

interceptor batteries to assist with the defense of the Churchill. 
 

Finally Aegis systems can be used in an offensive capacity. They can act as special Fire Control Systems 

for Ballistic weapons and can allow low damage ballistics, class 2 or less to engage small craft (Fighters). 
This can be especially deadly to large fighter swarms as it allows missile ships to shred fighters rather 

quickly. However, if used in this capacity the Aegis system CANNOT be used to provide defensive fire 
that entire turn. 

 

7.10 Allocating System Damage (Level 2) 
A ship has much more than simple structure that can be damaged. It 

also has systems such as weapons, maneuvering thrusters, sensors 
and more.  These can be damaged and destroyed just like structure.  

A description of each of the possible types of system damage and how 

to apply them is listed below.  Note that if a ship does not have an 
example of the indicated system, then the system damage is ignored.  

Thus, for example, if a ship received a weapons hit and had no 
weapons in that section of the ship the system damage would be 

ignored (it does not transfer to structure or some other system).  If 

there are several options for damage, the deciding player cannot 
choose an option the targeted ship does not have.  Every time a ship 

takes a structure hit roll a D10 and consult the system hit chart to determine if a system was hit.   
 

7.10.1 System Critical Hits 
In Stellar Empires, every time a ship takes structure damage it must roll to see if the ship loses a system.  

After damage to a ship’s structure is totaled the attacker adds up the total number of structure hits on 

each individual exterior structure block that the ship has taken during the turn.  A single D10 is rolled for 
each point of structure damage on a section.  A result of 9+ means that a system has been damaged.  

Another D10 is rolled and the structure block system hit table is consulted to see what kind of damage  
the ship sustains.  This process is repeated for each individual exterior 

structure block.  Then the total number of primary structure hits is counted 

up and a D10 is rolled for each point of structure damage.  Again for every 
die that rolls 9+ another die will be rolled in order to determine the type of 

system that is damaged.  Results that have 2 values separated by a 
backslash are for differentiating between Port/Starboard and Fore/Aft 

structure sections.  If the system damage roll is for a Fore or an Aft 
structure block the first value is used.  If the roll is for a system hit on the 

Port or Starboard structure blocks the second value is used.    

 
EX: The Omicron above took a total of 9 structure hits to its forward 

structure.  The actual number of dice rolled is irrelevant.  The important 
thing is the number of structure blocks damaged that turn.  In this case since 7 structure blocks were 

damage on the forward structure roll 7D10 and consult the system hit chart.  After rolling and tallying the 

Primary Structure System Hits 

1 Crew/Life Support 

2 Reactor/Capacitors 

3 Sensors/EW 

4 Crew/Life Support 

5 Major Defensive System 

6 Engineering 

7 Crew/Life Support 

8 Reactor/Capacitors 

9 Sensor/EW 

10 Vital Systems 

Structure Systems Hits 

1 Drive / Maneuver 

2 Minor Weapon 

3 Defense Systems 

4 Secondary Weapon 

5 Bay 

6 Primary Weapon 

7 Maneuver / Drive 

8 Defensive System  

9 Heavy Weapon 

10 Bay 



results, roll 3 more D10 for the primary structure in order to determine if the primary structure takes any 

system hits. 
 

7.10.2 Structure System Hit Effects Charts 
There are 4 basic types of structure systems that can be hit and 6 basic 

types of primary structure hits.  Structure blocks have Drive/Maneuver, 

Weapons, Defenses, and Bay hits. 
 

7.10.2.1 Structure Hit Effects 
The following is a description of the different types of structure system hits. 

 
7.10.2.1.1 Drive/Maneuver Hits 

Drive hits reduce the speed at which a ship may travel.  While the effects 

are small in larger ships, smaller and faster ships that rely on 
maneuverability and speed are slowed down much more and a few hits can 

turn a ship that would normally be a hard target to hit into easy prey.  Maneuver ships are similar to 
drive hits but these hits reduce the number and size of turns that a ship is allowed. 

 

When a ship receives a maneuver or drive hits mark off the appropriate number of hits on the Starship 
Data Sheet. The highest unmarked value showing is the ship’s new value. 

 
7.10.2.1.2 Weapons 

Weapons include such things as particle cannons and lasers.  Most ships will have a fair number of 
weapon systems, with the largest warships having a vast array of them.  When a weapon is hit, the 

appropriate person chooses a weapon system to destroy. 

 
Damage entries indicate minor weapons, secondary weapons, primary, and heavy weapons.  The 

weapons class is used to determine if it is a minor, secondary, primary, or heavy weapon.  The table 
shown here provides the breakdown. 

 

If a ship does not have a specified classification of weapon, then it 
must destroy a weapon of a lesser type.  Therefore, a secondary 

weapon hit can either destroy a secondary or a minor weapon.  If the 
ship has a secondary weapon, it must be destroyed.  If not, then a 

minor weapon would be destroyed.  In the case of a primary weapon 

hit, the order of precedence would be secondary and then minor. 
 

If a ship does not have any lighter weapons to destroy, then the next 
course of action is to destroy a heavier weapon.  Thus, if a hit indicated a secondary weapon was 

destroyed but the ship had no secondary OR minor weapons, then the player would have to destroy a 
primary weapon.  If a minor weapon was indicated and the ship had no minor weapons, then either a 

secondary (first) or a primary (second) weapon would have to be destroyed. 

 
On each ship data sheet a weapon system damage block appears, with a list of weapon systems the ship 

mounts.  This is where damage to the weapon system is marked.  
 

In order for a weapon to be damaged, it must be in the arc hit so that it is able to fire back at the 

attacker.  For example, if a ship were hit in the aft section, a weapon that could only fire forward would 
not be eligible for damage.  The one exception to this rule lies in spinal weapons.  Spinal weapons can be 

hit from any location except through the aft arc (unless it is mounted aft, in which case it cannot take 
damage from the forward arc.). 

 

Structure Systems Hits 

1 Drive / Maneuver 

2 Minor Weapon 

3 Defense Systems 

4 Secondary Weapon 

5 Bay 

6 Primary Weapon 

7 Maneuver / Drive 

8 Defensive System  

9 Heavy Weapon 

10 Bay 

Weapon Classification 
Table 

Weapon Class Classification 

1 Minor 

2-3 Secondary 

4-6 Primary 

7+ Heavy 



Weapons that depend upon ammo have a chance of causing an explosion when destroyed.  Every time a 

weapon that depends upon ammo like missiles or torpedoes takes damage with the exception of linear 
accelerators roll a D10.  On a roll of 9+ the ammo explodes.  The damage taken is equal to the class of 

the weapon times the number of shots left.  The damage is taken to the structure where the weapon is 
located.  Any additional damage taken is divided in half (round down) and applied to the primary 

structure. 

 
7.10.2.1.3 Minor Defensive Systems 
There are numerous different types of defensive systems.  Below is a description of the effects of 
structure system hits on each. 

 
7.10.2.1.3.1 Active Interceptors 

Active defensive systems include interceptors systems.  These degrade in a similar way to weapons.  

When a defensive network is damaged, the player records this damage on the damage track.  Damage 
reduces all the current ratings of the system.   

 
7.10.2.1.3.2 Shield Systems 

There are two distinct portions of a shield that can be damaged: the projector or the generator.  If a 

shield hit occurs and the ship has an active projector in the appropriate arc (that is, a projector that 
either has capacity remaining and has not been destroyed), mark one capacity point as destroyed. If a 

shield projector has no capacity points remaining but has not been destroyed itself, draw a line through it 
to indicate the projector has been destroyed.  A ship’s shield generator can be damaged in either of two 

instances.  First, if the projector in the appropriate arc has been destroyed, the damage is applied to the 
generator instead, and second from a system hit to the shield system.  

 

7.10.2.1.3 Launch Bay 
Launch bays are vital for most ships.  Bays can be any number of types from smaller to large fighter 

bays, shuttle bays, or docking collars for dropships.  When hit the bay is considered destroyed.  Fighters 
and dropships cannot land or dock on damaged bays.  If a bay is loaded with fighters when hit the 

fighters are considered crippled but not destroyed.  Docking collars with a dropship attached to them 

when destroyed become jammed and the dropship will not be able to separate from the ship until the 
collar is repaired.   

 
7.10.2.2 Primary System Hit Effects 

Primary structure systems are much more important and normally 

buried in the depths of a ship’s hull for protection.  Some weapons are 
so powerful that they can penetrate into the heart of a ship and 

damage or destroy these systems.  Severe damage to any of these 
systems could easily cause the destruction of a ship.  There are 6 

different categories of primary systems.  The categories are: 
Engineering, Crew/Life Support, Reactor/Capacitors, Sensors/EW, 

Major Defensive System, and Vital systems.  The Vital system 

subsection includes things like IS Drive and Bridge hits that are 
potentially even more dangerous than the other primary system hits.  

A single vital system ship has the potential to destroy a ship in the 
blink of an eye.  It brings to mind the memory of a certain fighter 

called Red 5 and a single torpedo shot that changed a universe. 

 
Structure damage from critical hits can also cause critical hits on a result of a 9+ on a D10.  Roll a single 

D10 for each point of structure damage due to critical hit effects.  Additional damage caused this way can 
continue to cause even more damage.  This represents cascading events caused by internal explosions 

and has the potential of destroying even the largest ship with a single blow. 
 

Primary Structure System Hits 

1 Crew/Life Support 

2 Reactor/Capacitors 

3 Sensors/EW 

4 Crew/Life Support 

5 Major Defensive System 

6 Engineering 

7 Crew/Life Support 

8 Reactor/Capacitors 

9 Sensor/EW 

10 Vital Systems 



Ships also have a certain amount of redundancy and system protection for primary systems.  The number 

of points is equal to half the ship’s category, rounded up.  The first system critical hits are automatically 
absorbed on a one to one basis by the ship’s redundant systems.  

 
7.10.2.2.1 Engineering 

The engineering section of a ship is where most of the repair personnel reside and work on various vital 

sections of the ship.  Destruction of the engineering sections of a ship may make it impossible for the 
crew to make repairs during combat.   

Engineering System Hits 

Die Roll 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 

Result Minor Hit 

1 Crew Hit 

Small Explosion 

1 Structure 
1 Crew Hit 

Large Explosion 

D4 Structure  
2 Crew Hits 

Massive Explosion 

D4 Structure 
3 Crew Hits  

No Dam Con  

Catastrophic Hit 

D4 Structure 
3 Crew Hits   

No Dam Con  

 
7.10.2.2.2 Crew/Life Support 

Crew hits reduce a ship’s standard crew.  Once a ship has reached one third (round down) of its category 
the ship is at skeleton crew status and suffers a loss of efficiency.  Skeleton crews act the same as 

crippled ships. 

 

Crew/Life Support System Hits 

Die Roll 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 

Result Minor 
Decompression 

1 Crew Hit 

Small 
Decompression 

1 Structure  
2 Crew Hits 

 

Large 
Decompression 

D4 Structure  
3 Crew Hits 

 

Hull Breach 
D4 Structure  

4 Crew Hits 
1 Crew Hit 

Next Turn 

 

Major Hull 
Breach  

D4 Structure  
5 Crew Hits 

1 Crew 

Hit/Turn for 2 
Turns 

 

7.10.2.2.3 Reactors/Capacitors 
Reactors are the driving force behind a ship.  Every system requires the power provided by a ship’s 

reactor.  Capacitors are what a ship typically uses to power heavier energy weapons.  Rarely does a ship 
have a large enough reactor to provide enough raw power to keep the heaviest weapons firing 

constantly.  Capacitors are like giant batteries that can be charged over a few turns using the extra 

energy from the reactor and then used up by beam weapons.  Capacitors are also a source of power if a 
ship’s reactor fails or needs to be shut down. 

 

Reactor/Capacitor System Hits 

Die Roll 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 

Result Power 
Relays Hit 

2 Capacitor 

Hits 
 

Secondary 
Reactor Hit 

1 Structure  

1 Reactor Hit 
 

Capacitor 
Bundle Hit  

D4 Structure  

3 Capacitor 
Hits 

Reactor Hit  
D4 Structure  

2 Reactor Hits 

 

Reactor Core Hit  
D4 Structure  

3 Reactor Hits  

3 Capacitor Hits 
 

 

7.10.2.2.4 Sensors/EW 
A ship's sensors are its eyes to the universe.  These systems are generally robust and take significant 

damage before being completely destroyed.  However, they are sensitive and will have their capabilities 
degraded as they are damaged. 

 

When a sensor is hit in combat the highest numbered circle is marked as destroyed.  The new rating of 
the sensor system for the ship is indicated in the next highest numbered circle.  If the last circle with a 



number in it is marked as destroyed, the ship's sensors have been completely knocked out.  In this case 

the ship may no longer fire weapons, as it has no way of finding its targets. 
 

Sensors/EW System Hits 

Die Roll 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 

Result Minor Sensor 

Hit 
1 Sensor Hit 

Minor Sensor Hit 

1 Structure 
2 Sensor Hits or 1 

EW Hit 

Major Sensor Hit 

D4 Structure 
3 Sensor Hits 

Severe Sensor 

Hit 
D4 Structure 

4 Sensor Hits or 
1 EW Hits and 2 

Sensor Hits 

Catastrophic 

Sensor Hit 
D4 Structure 

5 Sensor Hits 

 
7.10.2.2.5 Major Defensive System Hit 

Major defensive systems include a wide variety of systems ranging from cloaking devices, jammers, 

shield generators, to stealth.  These systems are very delicate and can take very little damage before 
being rendered inoperable. 

Major Defensive System Hits 

Die Roll 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 

Result 3 Shield 

Capacitor Hits 

Shield Core  

1 Structure 
Shield Level -1 

Shield Controls Hit 

D4+3 
Shield Capacitor 

Hits 

Shield 

Generator 
Overload 

D4+4 Capacitor 
Hits and  

Destroy Shield 
Projector 

Complete 

System Failure 
D8+4 Capacity 

Hits and 
Destroy Shield 

Generator 

 

7.10.2.2.6 Vital System Hit 
Vital Systems Hits 

Die Roll 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 

Result Bridge Hit 
 1 Bridge Hit + 

D4 Primary 
Structure 

Weapons 
Control Hit  

+1 to defensive 
fire rolls  

D4 Primary 

Structure  

Targeting 
Computer  

D4 Structure 
-1 to target 

numbers 

IS Drive  
D6 Structure 

1 IS Drive 
Hit 

Bridge Takes  
D4 Structure 

2 Bridge Hits 

 

7.11 Tracking Weapons Fire 
There are two methods that can be used to track weapons fire: squadron-level and ship-level.  Squadron-
level is the easiest method with the least amount of bookkeeping.  Squadron level is the default mode of 

tracking weapons in Stellar Empires.  Ship-level provides more flexibility but significantly increases 
bookkeeping time.  For larger games it is highly recommended that squadron-level be used. 

 

When using squadron-level tracking, all the weapons of a single type from a single squadron must be 
fired simultaneously, regardless of the type of ship they are mounted to.  On the turn a certain type of 

weapon is fired mark the turn number on the Squadron Control Sheet.  This is used to determine when 
the system may fire again. 

 

When using ship-level tracking, the weapons fire of each individual ship is tracked.  Thus, in pulse one 
ship A of a squadron could fire its heavy lasers.  The next pulse, ship B could fire its heavy lasers, and so 

forth.   
 

The tracking of weapons fire, regardless of the method used is accomplished on the squadron form.  The 
illustration shown here shows an example of the weapon system firing tracking block.  Each empty circle 

represents one fire pulse of a fire delay.  The numbers represent the weapon systems as presented on 



the ship data sheet read from top (#1) down.  Once a weapon has fired, check a circle off each following 

pulse.  When all the circles have been checked, the weapon can be fired again.  Once fired, erase the 
checks and begin again. 

 

7.12 Ammunition (Level 2) 
Many ballistic and volley weapons have limited ammunition available for use during a game.  Each 

weapon system that uses ammunition that fires during a turn uses one ammo point from the ship in 
question.  Note that ammo for each weapon system is not tracked separately for simplicity sake. 

 

7.13 Weapon Types and Special Effects 
There are numerous weapons types and special effects that they have in Stellar Empires.  This is to allow 

each player to create a fleet to his own tastes and also permit players to recreate any genre that they 
desire.  This system has been kept as simple as possible in order to ensure fast and enjoyable game play. 

 
7.13.1 Weapon Types 

There are numerous weapon types in Stellar Empires.  Many of them get more powerful as the 

technology needed to obtain those weapons increases.  Players will learn to take advantage of the 
advantages and disadvantages of each.  The following chart lists the basics of each weapon type for 

comparison.  Energy is a relative cost in energy to power and fire a weapon.  Lasers for example have a 
high energy cost but also have a longer than average range, the average being a 1, and have an 

intercept value of 0. Ion weapons have a low energy cost and a very long range but may be intercepted 

by a ship’s interceptors.  Intercept values of 0 mean that the weapon cannot be intercepted.  Weapons 
with an intercept of o are typically beam weapons and can bypass enemy interceptors.  Beam weapons 

have the additional advantage in that they can be fired before reaching a full charge as long as the ship 
has enough energy to spare.   

 

Weapon Types 
  Tech Energy Delay Range Int. 

Chemical 1 0 -1 1 4 

E-Mag 4 0.25 0 0.25 3 

Fusion 2 0 1 0.5 0 

Ion 4 0.25 0 1.63 1 

Laser  3 1.5 0 1.25 0 

Linear 3 0 0 1.13 2 

Particle 3 0.25 0 1.25 2 

Plasma 2 0.75 0 0.75 3 

Tachyon 4 0.25 0 1.88 1 

 
7.13.1.1 Chemical Propellant (Matter) 

Chemical propellant weapons are an old technology that has been adapted for use in space.  These 
weapons combine two normally inert liquids together.  When mixed, the two liquids form a highly 

explosive propellant that is electrically detonated, propelling the round towards the target.  While they 
are excellent weapon systems in ground warfare, Chemical weapons have limited utility in space.  This is 

due to their relatively low velocity and short range.  Chemical weapons are generally found on the 

earliest forms of warships.  They suffer from not being able to engage targets at extreme range.  
Chemical weapons have slower moving shells than most other weapons making them easy to intercept 

but they have a slightly lower delay when firing and require no energy to fire.  These weapons are ideal 
to use against races without shields as many shields can simply deflect the shell away from the target 

ship. 

 
7.13.1.2 Electro-Magnetic (Energy) 

EM weapons are effectively highly advanced lightning generators.  These weapons can do devastating 
amounts of damage but tend to be very short ranged.  Ship systems tend to be somewhat more 



vulnerable to EM weapons as the charge can destroy the delicate electronics that make up these systems.  

EM weapons do system damage one level higher than their damage roll would normally indicate.  Thus, if 
an EM weapon caused minor damage on the damage matrix, the system damage would be computed as 

though it had caused moderate damage. 
 

7.13.1.3 Fusion (Energy Beam) 

Fusion weapons use blasts of energy that break up very quickly giving this weapon one of the shortest 
ranges of all.  The blast however short contains tremendous power.  These weapons are designed for 

ships to mount a few that may be overloaded and on a single pass by a smaller ship be fired all at once 
in an attempt to gut a ship with a single salvo.  These weapons are often very successful in doing exactly 

that.  Due to their nature fusion weapons lose their effectiveness fairly quickly.  Every four inches from 
the target causes a -1 to the damage roll for a plasma weapon.  Thus, if fired at a target from 17 inches 

all damage rolls would suffer a -4 penalty.     

 
7.13.1.4 Ion (Energy) 

Ion weapons use energized ions to drain the energy of their targets.  These weapons do very little 
damage to their target, but they have a very long range and excel at draining a ship’s energy and leaving 

them adrift, easy targets for either boarding to finishing off by smaller vessels. 

 
7.13.1.5 Laser (Energy Beam) 

Lasers have been in use for years, but due to power requirements were generally limited to industrial and 
scientific use.   However, the combination of miniaturization and power technologies led to lasers that 

were practical for military applications.  Laser weapons tend to have relatively long ranges and good 
damage potential.  The sheer energy and speed that it affects a ship’s hull causes massive explosions on 

a ship’s hull.  

 
7.13.1.6 Linear Accelerators (Matter) 

Linear accelerators, sometimes referred to as Gauss weapons, uses powerful magnets to propel its 
munitions at a high velocity.  This velocity imparts the round an incredible amount of kinetic energy.  

When a round hits a target it will almost always cause damage, as it is virtually impossible for armor to 

stop.  The larger the accelerator, the easier it punches through the armor.  To determine the effective 
armor threshold against these weapons, subtract the difference between the damage die type and the 

armor threshold from the armor threshold (minimum of 2).  Example: if firing a weapon with a damage 
die type of d8 against a ship with an armor threshold of 6, it would treat that armor as if it had an armor 

threshold of 4 [6 - (8-6)]. The disadvantage of this weapon is that it does half damage against any 

structure that it hits and does not reduce the armor of its target.  All damage that would normally occur 
to armor from any single linear accelerator weapon attack is totaled and then halved (round down).  This 

means if a weapon that does 3D10+1 hits and would have done 3 points of armor damage, only one 
point of armor is marked off.  This is calculated from each individual weapon and not from the total from 

all linear weapons fired at a ship from one or various ships with linear accelerator based weapons during 
the turn.   

 

7.13.1.7 Missiles (Ballistic) 
Missiles come in many forms and never seem to go out of use.  In general, missiles are launched in 

volleys by missile ships or by squadrons of warships.  They also enjoy the benefit of being self-guiding 
and of long range.   Unless specified otherwise, all missiles are ballistic weapons and are volley weapons. 

Missiles are highly susceptible to interception. 

 
In most cases, ships will have a variety of missile types available to use in a given launcher.  Each ammo 

point may be dedicated to a specific missile type.  Ships purchase the tubes but the missiles are 
determined by the technology available.  Missiles also take a complete turn to change from one missile 

type to another.  This means that if a player decides to fire a different missiles type than what he was 
using it will take a complete turn to change the missile type.  The advantage is that numerous 



combinations can be used and that launchers remain current with technology even when other weapons 

become obsolete. 
 

7.13.1.8 Particle (Energy) 
Particle weapons are perhaps the most common and widely used type of weapon system employed by 

star navies.  They work by firing charged particles at the target.  Upon impact, the particles release their 

stored energy.  They tend to be relatively cheap to build and maintain while enjoying a wide variety of 
capabilities.  However, particle weapons tend to lose their cohesion at longer ranges reducing the truly 

effective range to short or medium.  At ranges greater than half the maximum range all particle weapons 
suffer a -1 to damage rolls.   

 
7.13.1.9 Plasma (Energy) 

Plasma weapons utilize magnetic arrays to project plasma towards the target at incredibly high velocities.  

This plasma then melts through the armor destroying anything underneath.  Due to their nature plasma 
weapons lose their effectiveness fairly quickly.  Every three inches from the target causes a -1 to the 

damage roll for a plasma weapon.  Thus, if fired at a target from 11 inches all damage rolls would suffer 
a -3 penalty.  This is offset in part by the massive damage that plasma weapons does.  Plasma weapons 

in torpedo form are a favorite of many races because torpedoes not only increase the damage plasma 

weapons do even further but also increase the range.  Plasma weapons are highly effective against armor 
and have the armor reducing trait. 

 
7.13.1.10 Tachyon (Energy) 

Tachyon weapons have the longest reach of any weapon in the game.  They also have low power 
requirements in order to function.  The major problem is that they also are not very effective against 

heavily armored targets.  All damage that would normally occur to armor from any single tachyon 

weapon attack is totaled and then halved (round down).  This means if a weapon that does 3D10+1 hits 
and would have done 3 points of armor damage, only one point of armor is marked off.  This is 

calculated from each individual weapon and not from the total from all tachyon weapons fired at a ship 
from one or various ships with tachyon based weapons during the turn. 

 

7.13.1.11 Torpedoes (Ballistic) 
Torpedoes are cousins of missiles.  Unlike a missile, torpedoes are launched at a specific target rather 

than as part of a volley aimed at a squadron of ships.  They tend to be larger and more damaging than 
missiles. More advanced torpedoes tend to use self-protection measures to make it more likely they will 

successfully engage their target.  These abilities are described in the descriptions of the weapon systems. 

Torpedoes are always ballistic weapons. Torpedoes are susceptible to interception.  
 

In most cases, ships will have a variety of missile types available to use in a given launcher.  Each ammo 
point may be dedicated to a specific missile type.  Ships purchase the tubes but the missiles are 

determined by the technology available.  Missiles also take a complete turn to change from one missile 
type to another.  This means that if a player decides to fire a different missiles type than what he was 

using it will take a complete turn to change the missile type.  The advantage is that numerous 

combinations can be used and that launchers remain current with technology even when other weapons 
become obsolete. 

 
7.13.2 Weapon Traits 

There are numerous traits that can be given or designed into weapons.  These traits are mostly positive.  

Some increase the technology level of the weapon.  This may make the technology of the weapon higher 
than that allowed by that empire.  Traits are a way that races modify older technologies with new to 

increase their power, range, or anything else making them on par, or in some cases superior, to the 
latest weapons. Below is a least of all the traits and a brief description of each.  Traits that are listed as 

design traits modify weapons in such a way that the values in the weapons data block are altered and it 
is unnecessary to list the trait separately in the weapons data block. 



 

7.13.2.1 Accelerating (Level 2) 
Weapons with the accelerating trait are specially designed to be able to be rapidly charged.  Accelerating 

weapons do not have to wait till they are fully charged to fire but may fire each turn as with beam 
weapons.  The difference is that they can only do part of their full damage capacity.  The damage a 

weapon can do is found by multiplying the number of damage dice by the fraction of turns spent 

charging over the total delay.  A weapon that does 3 dice damage, the die type doesn’t matter, has a 
normal delay of 5 turns.  The ship has spent 4 turns charging the weapon and is now at a point where he 

should fire it.  Multiply the 3 dice damage by 4/5 and the result is 2.40.  The result is rounded down to 2.  
If the player fires now the weapon will do 2 dice damage.  Accelerating weapons typically do less damage 

and have a much higher energy cost but they also are harder to intercept.  Accelerating is limited to 
energy weapons only.  Missiles, Torpedoes, Chemical, and Linear weapons cannot have the accelerating 

trait. 

 
7.13.2.2 Anti-Fighter 

Anti-Fighter weapons are specifically designed with the intent that they can also serve as a back up for 
interceptors.  Anti-fighter weapons require more energy and have shorter ranges.  Chemical weapons 

only have their ranges reduced. 

 
7.13.2.3 Area Effect 

Only non-beam energy weapons can be given area of effect (AoE).  These weapons are normally not 
targets at a ship but when fired are targeted at a specific area of space.  These weapons are fired at the 

same time that normal ballistic weapons are fired.  A target ship is not declared but rather a specific spot 
is chosen.  This spot can be measured out and written down in secret.  A distance and angle from the 

firing ships starting location is marked.  The spot where the ship was fired from is marked when the firing 

ship moves.  Area effect weapons take a tremendous amount of energy and cannot be intercepted. 
 

7.13.2.4 Ascending (Level 2) 
Ascending weapons are unique in that when they hit a target they do more damage the more on target 

they are.  Ascending weapons add +1 to each damage die for each number the attack die result is below 

the target number.  If a weapon does 2D8+2 and has a target number of 4 and the attack roll is a 2 the 
player adds 2 to each die.  The result means that the attacker rolls his 2D8 and will add 4 to each die and 

not 2.  Ascending weapons take a large amount of energy. 
 

7.13.2.5 Combining (Level 3) 

 
7.13.2.7 Energy Torpedo (Design) 

Energy torpedoes are a way of firing energy weapons that function similar to ballistic weapons.  Energy 
torpedoes fire at the same time as missiles and hit the same way but are much harder to intercept and 

do a fair amount of damage.  The drawback is that they take slightly longer to charge.  Only non-beam 
energy weapons can have the energy torpedo trait.  

 

7.13.2.8 Enveloping I (Level 2) 
This type of enveloping weapon is very uncommon.  It divides the damage dice evenly among all sides of 

the target ship.  Enveloping type 1 weapons are designed to allow ships to keep pounding other ships 
that try to turn a damage side away for the attacker and present a fresh side.  These are finesse 

weapons that a captain has to understand exactly how and when it should be used.  The excess damage 

is always placed on the facing side.  If a ship is hit by an enveloping type 1 weapon on the forward 
section with a weapon that does 5 dice damage the facing side takes 2 dice damage and the other sides 

each take one die of damage.  If the weapon had 3 dice the forward section would take 1 die damage 
and the adjacent sides would each take one die of damage leaving the side facing away from the ship 

untouched.  Only non-beam energy weapons can have the enveloping type 1 trait. 
 



7.13.2.9 Enveloping II (Level 2) 

Enveloping type 2 weapons are identical to type 1 except they hit that if a shielded ship is hit the side 
with the weakest shield takes the excess damage.  If the ship is unshielded the side facing away from the 

attacker takes the excess damage.  This is especially dangerous because rolling a ship to protect a side 
does no good and the weakest side will still be exposed to damage from any weapon with the enveloping 

type 2 trait.  

 
7.13.2.10 Focused 1 (Design) 

Focused weapons require more energy to operate and have a longer range.  Focused weapons are also 
harder to intercept than their typical counterparts.  What happens is the more energy is expended to 

concentrate the energy of the weapon.  Only non-beam energy weapons can have the focused 1 trait.  
 

7.13.2.11 Focused II (Design) 

Weapons with the focused II trait have an even longer range.  Focused I and focused II traits cannot be 
combined.  As with Focused I weapons only non-beam energy weapons can have the focused II trait. 

 
7.13.2.12 Heavy I (Design) 

The heavy trait allows a weapon to do more damage but at the cost of range and a higher energy cost.  

Any weapon can have the heavy I trait.  
 

7.13.2.13 Heavy II (Design) 
The heavy II trait take the heavy I trait to the next level.  Range in even shorter but damage and energy 

cost also increase significantly. 
 

7.13.2.14 Highly Accurate 

Highly accurate weapons are designed with precision in mind.  Any non-ballistic weapon may have the 
highly accurate trait.  Weapons with this trait automatically add one to their target number each time 

they fire weapons with this trait. 
 

7.13.2.15 High Velocity I (Design) 

The high velocity I trait increases the range of a weapon and also reduced the chance that it can be 
intercepted.  High velocity weapons also have the damage they do reduced.  Any weapon can have the 

high velocity I trait. 
 

7.13.2.16 High Velocity II (Design) 

High velocity II weapons take high velocity I to the next level with an even longer range and an 
additional reduction in intercept vulnerability.  Any weapon can have the high velocity II trait. 

 
7.13.2.17 Inaccurate 

Inaccurate weapons are normally made with damage and power in mind.  These weapons suffer an 
automatic -1 to their target number but are also lower tech and easier to buy.  Typically weapons with 

numerous other powerful traits will be inaccurate as the designers make trade-offs in order to make the 

ideal weapon.  Any non-ballistic weapon can have the inaccurate trait.  The inaccurate trait cannot be 
used to make higher technology weapons types available to an empire.  An empire with a weapons 

technology of 3 cannot use the inaccurate trait to make weapons like EM weapons available to them. 
 

7.13.2.18 Low Velocity (Design) 

Low velocity weapons focus on damage potential in exchange of speed and effectiveness.  Low velocity 
weapons travel slower and are easier to intercept as their intercept vulnerability numbers all are 

increased by 1.  Any non-beam energy weapon can have the low-velocity trait. 
 

7.13.2.19 Minimum Range 
Weapons with a minimum range cannot be fired below 20% of their maximum range.  This trait, like the 



inaccurate trait cannot be used to make higher technology weapons available to an empire.  This trait 

reduces the technology of a weapon by 1. 
 

7.13.2.20 Penetrating I  
Weapons with the penetrating trait are designed to penetrate the armor of a ship and destroy the ship’s 

internal systems.  Whenever a weapon with the penetrating I trait hits a ship and the damage roll is 

equal to or greater than the armor threshold, after shields, the ships target automatically takes an 
additional point of damage to the structure section hit. 

 
7.13.2.21 Penetrating II (Level 2) 

The penetrating II trait is identical to the penetrating I trait but does 2 additional points of structure 
damage to a ship.   

 

7.13.2.23 Proximity 
Proximity weapons are designed to explode or hit near a ship with enough force that they still damage a 

ship even without a direct hit.  This raises the target number by 1 but also decreases the damage the 
weapon does.  Only non-beam energy weapons or ballistic weapons can have this trait.   

 

7.13.2.24 Pulse 3, 5, 7 
Some weapons are designated as pulse weapons.  In general, this will be secondary to a primary type 

(such as laser or particle).  These weapons fire a series of short bursts in one of two modes that are 
described below.   

 
The first mode a pulse weapon can fire in is known as burst mode.  In burst mode a ship attempts to 

land several pulses on the target, potentially causing significant damage.  In this mode a single hit roll is 

made.  Use the weapons factor chart to determine how many hits are scored.  A weapon with pulse 3 
would use the 3 chart and so on. 

 
The second mode of fire for a pulse weapon is known as area-saturation mode.  In this mode a large 

series of pulses is spread throughout the target area.  This scattering of fire increases the likelihood of 

achieving a hit against the target and is generally used at long and extreme ranges.  When fired in this 
mode a pulse weapon offers a +3 to the target number, but it does not receive the pulse bonus inherent 

to burst mode so only one shot can hit no matter what the results of the die roll were. 
 

7.13.2.25 Reduced Delay I (Design) 

The reduced delay I trait drops the delay of a weapon by 1 to a minimum of 1.  The trade-off is a 
reduction in range, increase in energy cost, and a slight reduction in damage.  Any weapon can have this 

trait.  If matter or ballistics weapons have no energy cost this trait cannot give them an energy cost to 
charge and fire. 

 
7.13.2.26 Reduced Delay II (Design) 

This is the advanced form of the reduced delay I trait.  The delay is dropped by 2 to a minimum of 1 and 

the range is reduced even more.  The energy cost is even greater and the damage is reduced even 
further. 

 
7.13.2.27 Reduced Range I (Design) 

The reduced range trait increases the damage a weapon does but has a fairly large reduction in range.  

This trade-off means that in many cases this trait may come at a cost too great despite the increase in 
damage. Typically weapons with long ranges are given this trait. 

 
7.13.2.28 Reduced Range II (Design) 

This is the augmented form of the reduced range I trait.  Damage is increased even further and ranges 
are reduced even more. Again this trait is normally only for weapons that have long ranges. 



 

7.13.2.29 Shotgun 
The shotgun trait is similar to the proximity trait but can be used by beam or matter weapons.  This 

makes matter weapons harder to intercept and increases the energy required to fire the weapon.  An 
additional advantage is that the shotgun trait reduces the chances of a matter weapon from being 

intercepted.  

 
7.13.2.30 Wave (Level 2) 

Wave weapons are very uncommon.  They divide the damage dice evenly among the side facing the 
attacking ship as well as the sides adjacent to it.  Weapons with the wave trait are designed to allow 

ships to keep pounding other ships that try to turn a damage side away for the attacker and present a 
fresh side.  These are finesse weapons that a captain has to understand exactly how and when it should 

be used.  The excess damage is always placed on the facing side.  If a ship is hit by a wave weapon on 

the forward section with a weapon that does 5 dice damage the facing side takes 3 dice damage and the 
adjacent sides each take one dies damage.  If the weapon had 4 dice the forward section would take 2 

dice damage and the sides would each take one die of damage.  Only non-beam energy weapons can 
have the wave trait. 

 

7.13.3 Spinal Weapon Mounts 
Some ships mount weapons so large that the ship is literally 

built around them.  These weapons are much larger than the 
ship could normally carry.  In many cases, these weapons are 

incredibly powerful with the potential of destroying many 
ships in a single attack.  In some settings, these weapons can 

literally fill vast volumes of space with devastating energies. 

 
While spinal weapons are fearsome to face, they do have 

limited utility.  Due to the very nature of these weapons, they 
have a very limited arc of fire.  In general, a weapon can hit 

a target that is directly in front of it or slightly to each side of the centerline of the ship.  The illustration 

here shows an example of a spinal arc. 
 

Unlike normal weapons, spinal weapons can take a significant amount of damage.  Spinal weapons will 
have a damage track on them.  The weapon remains fully operational until it has taken enough damage 

to destroy it.  Spinal weapons can also take damage from any direction except the rear (unless it is 

mounted facing aft, in which case it can't take damage from the front).  Spinal weapons are always 
considered heavy weapons. 

 

7.14 Ballistic Weapon Systems 
Ballistic weapon systems do not rely on the ship itself for their targeting information.  The warheads of 

these weapons use specialized targeting computers to provide them constant updates on the status of 
their target.  This makes them very accurate out to the limit of their range.  However, ballistic weapons 

typically travel slower than other weapon systems and more vulnerable to interception than most other 
weapon systems. 

 
7.14.1 Ballistic Weapons Fire 

Ballistic weapons are fired during the Movement Phase.  When launched, a marker should be placed in 

the spot of the attacking ship to denote the original firing position for the attack. 
 

Attacks from ballistic weapons are resolved during the end of the Action Phase.  All screening penalties 
are applied normally to a ballistic attack and are determined at the time of impact, not the time of 

launch.  When determining these penalties, check the LoS from the launching marker (as determined 



above) to the target ship.  Note that volley weapons compute the screening penalty from the launching 

marker to the command ship of the target squadron.  
 

Unlike direct fire attacks, a squadron may fire at different squadrons in the same turn so long as a 
different weapon system is used against each.  A player still may not split the fire from a single weapon 

system at two different squadrons, however.  Note: the destruction of the launching vessel(s) or the 

weapon launcher itself has no effect on the impact of the ballistic weapon.  It has already gained all the 
information it needs from the launching platform.  Thus, all bonuses are based on launch location. 

 
If the target of a ballistic weapon is destroyed between the time of launch and the time of impact, those 

ballistic weapons are removed from play unless they are part of a volley or the particular weapon system 
states otherwise.  In this case, use the rules either for volley weapons or the specific weapon system in 

question. 

 
All ballistic weapons, unless specifically noted otherwise, are considered heavy weapons for purposes of 

determining damage results from an attack. 
 

7.14.2 Volley Weapon Systems  
Volley weapons are weapons that fire groups of munitions rather than single shots.  They tend to rely on 
numbers in order to penetrate defensive screens that might otherwise stop them from reaching their 

target. Missiles are an example of a volley weapon.  Most area-effect weapons are also volley weapons.   
 

When volley weapons are fired, they are fired by a squadron as a whole and are fired either at a point in 
space (in the case of area effect weapons) or at an enemy squadron.  Most volley weapons encountered 

will be of the ballistic variety and are thus fired before the action phase and resolved after it.  To 

determine the strength of a volley, a player adds the number of missiles firing from each system 
multiplied by the volley rating.  Once this has been computed for all ships, add the totals together to get 

the final volley rating. It is possible that any given ship may have ships in the target squadron in multiple 
arcs.  For purposes of range, each attacking ship measures the range to the most distant target in the 

enemy squadron. 

 
All screening penalties for volley weapons are based on the original launching place of the attacking 

squadron and the current position of the target squadron/screening elements at the time of impact.  The 
launching hex is determined by placing a marker in the hex that the squadron commander was in at the 

time of launch. 

 
When a volley weapon is fired at a squadron, the volley targets every ship in the squadron. Divide the 

volley rating by the number of ships in the squadron (round down).  This is the number of attacks on 
each ship in the squadron.  Any odd points are spread as evenly as possible among the ships in the 

squadron beginning with the closest ship in the target squadron and working back.  If there are several 
ships the same distance, the attacking player allocates them as he wishes (the range is based on the 

distance from the attacking squadron's launch hex which is the location of the squadron command ship at 

the time of launch.)  The attacks are resolved on each ship normally.  If the volley rating is lower than 
the number of ships in the target squadron, then a number of ships equal to the volley rating will each 

suffer a single attack beginning with the closest ship in the squadron and working back.  Therefore, if a 
volley rating 3 were fired at a squadron of 4 ships; the 3 closest ships in the target squadron would be 

attacked with a one-point volley each. 

 
Unless specified otherwise, volley weapons suffer screening penalties normally.  Some advanced weapons 

will be able to ignore these penalties, but this is described under the weapon system itself. 
 

If a ship/squadron should contain different types of volley weapon systems, these weapons are fired as 
individual volleys and are each resolved separately.  In this case, the squadron may target different 



squadrons with each volley weapon system.  In any case, each weapon system must have a single FCS 

assigned to it at the time of launch, even if targeting the same squadron.  
 

Finally, if the target of a volley weapon loses members of the squadron between the time of launch and 
the time of impact, the volley is resolved as though those ships never existed.  Volley weapons do not 

finalize their targets until just before impact so that weapons are not wasted on destroyed ships giving 

them an advantage over torpedoes. 
 

In many cases a volley-type weapon system will have several different types of munitions available.  
When this is the case, the type of munitions being used must be recorded at the time of launch, though 

the type does not have to be announced to the opponent.  A single volley must be made up of the same 
type of munitions.  If several ships from the squadron are contributing to the same volley, all ships must 

launch the same type of munitions.  If a ship should uses a different type of missile, then it is treated as 

a separate volley.  Finally, a single weapon system may only launch one type of munition in an attack. 
 

7.14.3 Torpedoes 
Torpedoes are a form of ballistic weapon. However, torpedoes are fired ship to ship rather than using the 

volley weapon rules described previously. A single ship firing torpedoes is not limited to firing at a single 

target. Rather, it may launch torpedoes at multiple targets up to the limit of its salvo rating.  Thus, if a 
torpedo launcher has a salvo rating of 3 it may launch at up to 3 targets.   

 
Interception and screening bonuses, in regard to a torpedo attack, are determined at the time of impact, 

not at the time of launch.  Use the standard rules described for ballistic weapons earlier. 
 

7.14.4 Area Effect Weapons 

Some weapon systems are not targeted on a specific ships or objects. Rather, they affect an area of 
space damaging anything within their area-of-effect (or AoE).  The majority of these weapon systems are 

volley weapons.   
 

To determine the area an AoE weapon fills Area effect weapons do not completely fill the volume of 

space their AoE encompasses.  It represents the area the weapons detonate in.  Smaller, more 
maneuverable ships have better chances of avoiding damage from these many small explosions.  Each 

ship or flight of fighters must roll a single D12.  Thus a flight of fighters (category 0) would need to roll a 
4 or greater to avoid taking damage from an area effect weapon.  Fighters roll against their armor rating 

plus 2 to see if they are destroyed.  For ships and dropships no roll is necessary since they are hit 

automatically, simply roll for damage.  For purposes of determining what arc the damage will occur in, 
assume the origin of the attack is the center of the area-of-effect, not the original firing hex.   

 

Section 8 Reinforcements (Level 2): 
 

Section 9 Morale (Level 2): 
 

Section 10 Retreating (Level 2): 
 

Section 11 Electronic Warfare: 
 

Section 12 Terrain (Level 2): 
Most battles are likely to take place in open space.   However, planets, moons, asteroids and other bodies 
are navigation hazards that occasionally must be fought in or around.  The following section provides the 

rules necessary for several types of terrain. 

 



12.1 Asteroid Fields 
Asteroids are rocks in space and are one of the more common varieties of terrain encountered.  Nearly 
every solar system has at least one asteroid belt.  Asteroids tend to vary in size from small pebbles to 

rocks the size of a small moon. 
 

12.1.1 Creating the Asteroid Field 

First, determine the density of the field. Roll a d10 (or agree upon a density with your opponent).  This 
roll indicates the inches between one marker asteroid marker and the next.  The number of asteroid 

markers placed on the map is determined by rolling another D10. This assumes a map approximately 48 
inches wide and 30 inches long.  For a different size map, adjust accordingly.  If more asteroids or less 

are desired a different die type or additional dice can be used if agreed upon by all players. 

 
Each asteroid marker represents a cluster of asteroids that extends in a 3-inch radius around the position 

of the asteroid counter on the map. 
 

Next, place the asteroids. Each player takes turns placing a single marker.  Markers must be placed in 
such a way that the number of markers indicated by the die result is placed in each quadrant of the map.    

Other than this, players can place markers in as they wish. 

 
12.1.2 Effects of the Field 

There are two effects.  First, they can damage ships passing through them.  Secondly, asteroids are 
obstacles to fire. 

 

If a ship passes though an asteroid-filled space, roll a d10.  Add to this the speed and the size category 
of the ship.  If the total equals or exceeds three times the crew skill of the ship, then it has been struck 

by an asteroid and takes damage.  The amount by which the roll exceeded the defense rating of the ship 
indicates how many D10 damage dice are used. 

 

Damage is applied immediately and occurs in the arc that the closest asteroid marker is in.  Thus, if the 
closest marker is in the rear arc, damage will occur in the rear arc.   

 
Asteroid zones are cumulative.  Example: if the ship passes through a space into which two asteroid 

markers extend their 3-inch radius, the ship will have to make 2 rolls, representing the possibility of 
multiple impacts.  Damage is applied in the arc as indicated earlier. 

 

Fighters never take damage from asteroids.  They are agile enough to dodge around them.  However, 
asteroids will slow up fighters as they must spend extra time moving through the field. Fighters spend 2 

movement per inch moved through the area effected by an asteroid marker.  
 

It is possible to use weapons to defend the ship from asteroid impact.  To do so subtract half the number 

of minor or secondary weapons firing at asteroids (round down) from the roll.  If a weapon system is 
used in such a manner, it cannot also be fired normally during the current turn.  In addition, if the 

weapon system has a delay, it must recharge following the normal rules.  Interceptors may also be used 
at half their close defense rating. 

 
When a ship fires through one or more asteroid hexes, the asteroids have the effect of providing 

screening to the defending ship.  For every 3 inches (round up) of asteroids the fire passes through, the 

defending ship is provided a -1 to its defense rating.  If two or more asteroid markers affect the LoS, add 
the modifiers for each asteroid to the target number. 

 

12.2 Planets and Moons 



These are major obstacles to any fleet, as they effectively block movement and weapons fire.  They can 

provide effective screens for fleet elements or hide unknown enemy forces.  The following rules cover the 
majority of planetary bodies (planetoids) one can expect to find.   

 
To represent a planetoid, players should designate a marker and a radius.  This is the number of inches 

from the center of the marker that it occupies.  Next, players decide what type of planetoid is being 

represented.  There are three basic types: rock, gas and atmospheric.  How these are handled is detailed 
below. 

12.2.1 Rock Planetoids 
These planetoids are giant rocks in space.  Ships cannot move the space occupied by a rock planetoid.  

Any ship that does so (even if forced) is considered destroyed.  Fire is also blocked through any hex 
occupied by a rock planetoid. 

 

12.2.2 Atmospheric Planets 
If a planet has an atmosphere, the outermost ring of inches represents this envelope.  While units cannot 

move into the atmosphere, weapons can be fired through them.  Each inch of atmosphere provides the 
defending ship a -1 to its defensive rating.  In addition, every two inches (round up) causes a penalty of -

1 to the damage roll for any weapon.  Matter weapons, torpedoes and missiles cannot be fired through 

an atmospheric hex as the slug or round will disintegrate or be thrown wildly off course.   
 

12.2.3 Gas Giant 
These bodies have a solid core surrounded by a massive cloud of gas.  The outer two inches are 

considered rings that can be fired through using the rules above.  Anything deeper and the gases are too 
dense.  Units cannot enter a hex occupied by a gas giant. 

 

Note: some ships may be deemed as atmospheric capable.  However, entry into a planet's atmosphere is 
a precise operation and not something that can be accomplished during the rigors of combat. 

 

12.3 Nebulae and Gas Fields 
Nebulae and gas fields tend to be rich in valuable elements and see heavy exploitation by starfaring 

powers.  In some cases, major battles take place over the occupation of these resources.  However, they 
present any starship command serious difficulties when fighting in them. 

 
12.3.1 Designing the Nebula 

There are two forms a nebula can take: fringe or interior.  When fighting in the interior of a nebula, it is 

considered to occupy the entire board.  Optionally, players can designate pockets or bands which are 
open space and unaffected by the nebula, but all players should agree to this at the start of the game 

and these pockets of open space should be clearly defined. 
 

When fighting on the fringes of a nebula, it should be designed using the same methods used to create 

an asteroid field. 
 

12.3.2 Effects of a Nebula or Gas Field 
There are two effects of a nebula.  First, they can damage ships that are moving too quickly through 

them.  For every 8 points of speed (round 0.5 or more up), a ship will suffer one d8 hit to the front arc of 
the ship.  Ships with active forward shields avoid this effect.  Fighters are completely useless in these 

environments and cannot be deployed unless specially outfitted.  

 
Secondly, for every four inches (round up) weapons fire passes through, the effects shown on the Nebula 

chart take effect.  Different nebula types may affect ships differently. 
 

12.3.3 Super-Large Stellar Bodies 



Some planetary bodies are incredibly large taking up volumes of space greater than that in which the 

battle takes place in.  These bodies are not represented on the map directly, but rather are represented 
by stating that a particular side of the map represents the effective boundary of said body.  For example, 

if a battle were being fought near a sun one side of the map would be designated as the edge of the 
deadly region for the sun.  Any unit that strays past the designated edge for any reason are considered 

destroyed for all purposes. 

 

Section 13 Fighters: 
Fighters can play a major role in any fleet engagement.  The proper use of fighters, both offensively and 

defensively, can make the difference between victory and defeat.  They have several disadvantages over 
ships primarily in lower range for weaponry and weaker armor. However, they do have significant 

advantages they are cheap and highly maneuverable. 
 

13.1 Definitions 
A number of terms and statistics are used throughout this section.  Each of these is defined below. 
 

Fighter: A small vehicle generally with between one and three crewmen.  Fighters rarely operate 
individually, but rather with units of other fighters called flights.  Fighters are considered category 1 craft. 
 
Carrier: A carrier is a starship designed to carry fighters.  Carriers have widely varying capabilities. 

 

Fighter Operations Ship (FOS): Fighters receive their commands from these ships. Lacking the full 
sensor suite and crews of regular ships fighters rely on the FOS for information and target packages. 

 
Flight: Generally the smallest organizational form in which fighters operate. A flight consists of two or 

more fighters depending on the game setting and race/nation organizational style.  Statistics for fighters 

are given at the flight level, so the exact number of fighters in a flight is not terribly important for game 
play. 

 
Group: This is a number of flights (between two and ten) that are operating together.  All fighters in a 

group will be of the same type and have the same mission. Fighter groups can be altered during the 

course of a game. 
 

Defense Rating: This determines how difficult it is to hit the fighter with weapons. 
 

Armor: This is an indication of how difficult it is to damage a fighter. 
 

Thrust: This is how many thrust points a fighter flight has. Fighters can move this many hexes. 

 
Turrets; Some of the larger fighters mount turrets.  Turrets give fighters and extra attack against ships 

while strafing and also help protect larger fighters from their smaller counterparts during a dogfight. 
 

Range: This stat is used to determine how far away a fighter can be to target ships or other fighters 

with its primary guns. 
 

Weapons: These are the weapon systems mounted by the fighter for use against other fighters and 
ships.  These range from various types of cannons mounted on a fighters to various missiles it may carry 

to hit ships at longer ranges. 
 

Shields; After an empire has reached the level that shields are available to their ships they also are 

available to the fighters.  Fighter shields help protect the fighters and prolong their life.  
 



Shield – Armor Bonus; This value determines how well a shield works in protecting the fighters that 

carry them. 
 

Shield – Power; The power determines the maximum number of times a fighter flight may use its 
shields to protect themselves. 

 

Crippled; When a fighter flight is hit it takes damage.  If the flight has only one hit, a single hit will 
destroy the flight.  If a flight has 2 or more hits it will be considered crippled when it is reduced to a 

single hit.  Crippled flights receive a -2 to all damage and dogfight rolls and have their armor ratings 
increased by 2.  Crippled flights are considered to have lost either half the flight or have enough 

damaged fighters that their effectiveness is reduced.  Crippled flights may be repaired or restored fairly 
easily.  Destroyed flights are considered to have taken so much damage or lost so many members that 

the flight is considered rendered useless.  Even destroyed flights have a chance to be reconstituted but 

the chance is very low.   
 

13.2 Fighter Basics 
This section details the basics of fighters.  It includes a section on fighter crew skills, movement, a 

section on combat, and yet another section on fighter dogfights and how each is handled. 

 
13.2.1 Fighter Skills  

Fighter flight crews have combat skills identical to 
those of ships.  When deploying fighters in a 

game, players should consider the flights to have 

the same combat skill level as the carrier deploying 
them.  

 
13.2.2 Fighter Movement  

Fighter movement is fast and simple.  Movement order for unequal forces is identical to that used by 

ships.  Fighters do not have to take into account any turns or anything else.  Fighters can move in any 
direction a distance equal to their thrust rating.  A ship with a move rating of 12 can move 12 inches in 

any direction when it moves.  Facing is also irrelevant since fighters do not have firing arcs.  
 

13.2.2.1 Launching Fighters 
Fighters can be launched at a rate of one per door per turn.  In special cases where a ship has very large 

bay doors it can launch additional fighters than it would be able to do otherwise.  This is explained in 

more detail in the following section. 
 

13.2.2.1.1 Bay Type 
There are 2 basic bay types on a ship.  They are internal and external.  External mounts can be used to 

mount fighters to a ship’s hull by way of a soft dock collar.  This means that the fighters do not have to 

have any type of landing gear available to them but only a soft dock collar where they can attach to a 
ship.  The advantage is that the ship does not need to have bay doors to launch flights attached to it in 

this way.  This means that all flights attached this way can launch on the same turn.  The disadvantage is 
that the fighters are exposed to damage from hits taken to the carrier while they are attached. 

 
13.2.2.1.1 Bay Size 

Ships can purchase any type of flight bay they want.  The larger the bay the more fighters or dropships it 

can hold.  There are 2 different bay types: Open and Fixed.  Fixed bays are cheaper and take less space 
on a ship.  Fixed bays are designed specifically with a certain fighter or ship size in mind.  They 

arrangement of docking, repair, and fuel or other supplies is done specifically for flights similar in size to 
a specific flight type.  Open bays are made without a specific flight type in mind.  As long as there is 

flight deck available more flights can be landed on the deck.  These decks are by far the most versatile 

but also are the largest and most expensive bay to operate on a ship because they in essence must be 

Crew Type Combat 

Skill 

Crew Skill 

Rolls 

Dogfight 

Bonus 

Ace 8 8 -3 

Elite 7 7 -2 

Veteran 6 6 -1 

Regular 5 5 0 

Green 4 4 +1 



ready for anything.  Fixed launch bays have 1.5x the launch rates listed in the next section but cannot 
launch fighters of any other size than those they are designed to launch. 
 

13.2.2.1.2 Door Size 
If the door on an open bay 

door is larger than the size 

the fighter requires then 
any number of fighters up 

to the launch cost can be 
launched.  An expanded 

bay door could launch a 
single small and a single 

medium flight in a single 

turn under normal operation.  If the same bay was under the scramble order it could then launch a pair 
of heavy fighter flights.  A Heavy dropship bay under the scramble order could launch up to 3 heavy 

fighter flights in a single turn.     
 

13.2.2.2 Soft Docked Fighters 

Soft docked fighters can launch as soon as the ship is ready.  The only limit to the number of soft docked 
fighter a ship can have depends upon the size of the ship.  A ship can have a single flight per category of 

the ship soft docked to the ship.  
 

13.2.2.2.1 Ships Hit when Carrying Fighters 
Ships that carry fighters in a soft dock position must carry them on each side of a ship.  They can have 

only a single flight mounted on the front or rear of the ship, the rest must be placed on the port and/or 

starboard sides of the ship.  The location of soft docked fighters is marked on the starship data sheet.  If 
hit the ship will add the number of flights on the side hit to the ship category.  A single die is rolled.  If 

the roll is less than or equal to the number of attached flights the flight is hit.  Flights that are destroyed 
when attached to the carrier do a single D10 damage to that side of the ship per damage point that the 

flight can take before being destroyed.  This damage die roll ignores all shields and the armor threshold 

of the hit side is counted as if it was 3 less due to the damage possibly entering the ship through the 
docking collar. 

 
13.2.2.2.2 Recovering Soft Docked Fighters 

Ships can recover any number of soft docked fighters in a single turn up to the maximum they can legally 

carry as long as they do not turn or move faster than their speed rating during the turn. 
 

13.3 Fighter Equipment 
Fighters can mount a large number of special devices that each have unique effects on the fighter and 

how it performs in combat.  These devices are explained in more detail in this section.   

 
13.3.1 Automatic Turrets 

Automatic turrets are designed to help protect a fighter’s rear in a dogfight.  These turrets do 1 die 
damage equal to the basic value determined by the fighter’s technology level but suffer a -2 bonus to 

damage due to their small size.  Automatic turrets also provide an extra attack roll in dogfights. This roll 
receives a +2 bonus due to the fact that automatic turrets are not designed to hit fast moving targets but 

to keep enemy fighters off of a fighter’s tail.   

 
13.3.2 Manned Turrets 

Manned turrets are identical to their automatic counterparts but do not have the -2 damage bonus that 
the automatic turrets do.  Manned turrets also provide an extra attack roll in dogfights. This roll receives 

a +1 bonus.   

 

Hangar Type Launch 

Rate 

Scramble 

Launch Rate 

Fighter Type Launch 

Cost 

Small  2 3 Small  2 

Medium 3 5 Medium 3 

Large 4 6 Heavy 4 

Expanded 5 8 Assault / Shuttle 5 

Oversized 6 9 Gunship / Heavy Shuttle 6 

Dropship 7 11 Singe Cat 1 Dropship 7 

Heavy Dropship 8 12 Category 2 Dropship 8 



13.3.5 Nebula Equipped 

Nebula equipped fighters come with special equipment or shielding systems to protect them while in a 
nebula.  These fighters perform normally in nebulas.  All other fighter types have their movement cut in 

half as they must fly with more caution or they must make an armor save every turn or take damage.  
Fighters that ignore this and more at speeds greater than half of their move must also make an armor 

save but must add 3 to the armor.  Fighters using afterburners add 6 to the armor rating.  Fighters that 

use afterburners and are nebula equipped make a save and add 2 to the armor rating of the flight. 
 

18.3.6 IS Drive 
Fighter IS Drives are two technology levels above their starship counterparts.  This allows fighter size 

vessels to act as reinforcements or to retreat without the need of a carrier vessel to bring them into 
combat.  The primary advantage is that they start deployed in combat and do not have to be deployed 

from a carrier. 

 
18.3.7 Afterburners 

Afterburners allow a fighter flight to move in a straight line up to twice their normal movement in a single 
turn.  Fighters can only do this once during a battle unless they have additional fuel.  

  

18.3.8 Additional Fuel 
For every point of additional fuel a fighter can either use this extra fuel to allow it to re-roll a single save 

roll during the turn.  This is because the flight uses the extra fuel trying to evade the attack.  Fuel can 
also be used to allow flights with afterburners to use the afterburners one more time per point of 

additional fuel. 
   

18.3.9 Long Term Air Recycler 

Long term air recyclers allow a fighter or shuttle to stay on patrol for an extended period of time.  This is 
useful for long range fighters.  More details on this will be contained in future supplements. 

 
18.3.10 Additional Crew Member 

Additional crew members add a -1 modifier to a fighter’s dogfight rating.  Against ships this reduces the 

defense rating of the flight by 1.  This represents the rio or co-pilot looking out for enemy fighters and 
spotting dangers to the plane for the pilot.   

  

13.4 Fighter Combat 
Fighter combat is designed to be quick an easy to perform.  Fighter flights fire after all anti-fighter fire 
has been resolved.   

 
13.4.1 Fighters and Damage 

Fighter Equipment 

Type Effects 

Per Manned Turret Vs Fighter -> Extra attack with +1 to Die Rolls 
Vs Ships -> Extra attack with Standard Die Damage 

Per Automatic Turret Vs Fighter -> Extra attack with +2 to Die Rolls 

Vs Ships -> Extra attack with Standard Die -2 Damage 

Nebula Equipped Fighters with -> Make Armor Save +2 if use afterburners in nebula 

Fighters w/o -> Make Armor Save +3 if flight moves more than ½ move.  

Make Armor Save +6 if flight uses afterburners. 

IS Drive  

Afterburners Allows Fighter to move 2x move distance for single turn 

Additional Fuel Allows additional afterburn or re-roll of any single save roll in a turn. 

Long Term Air Recycler Increases Fighter Patrol Range by 2 sectors 

Additional Crew Member Adds -1 to dogfight rating and -1 to defense rating against AFF fire. 



While a single fighter flight is made up of two or more fighters, Stellar Empires does not represent them 

on this scale.  Rather, fighter flights are represented as a single unit.  The exact number of fighters in the 
flight does not matter.  Fighters suffer damage differently than ships. A fighter flight is removed from 

play but us is rarely, if ever, truly destroyed. Flights may lose enough members or take enough damage 
that the flight is broken up and must return to a carrier to regroup, repair, and redeploy.  In this case 

they are removed from play.  If a fighter flight that was removed from play later fails to repair and 

regroup then it is considered completely destroyed.  More rules on this are included later on how a carrier 
may repair and redeploy fighter groups that have been removed from play. 

 
13.4.2 Fighters and Targets 

Fighters rely on their FOS for target packages. The FOS can command a number of groups equal to its 
rating. The FOS simply designates a target for the fighter group and the fighters go and attack the 

target.  Fighters have maximum attack ranges but no combat sensor ranges as ships do so the range 

from target does not alter the target number like it would for ships. 
 

13.4.3 Fighter Ranges 
Fighters have five range bands for their primary weapon.  These ranges are: Point Blank, Standard, Long, 

Extended, and Extreme.  The ranges in inches are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively.   

 
13.4.4 Fighter Weapons 

Fighters may also have one of five 
different weapon designs.  The design 

type represents the primary design 
purpose of the weapon.  Weapon type 

alters how fighters handle in dogfights 

versus how they would handle on a 
strafing run.  The following chart shows the bonuses a fighter receives due to the weapon design that it 

possesses.  Fighters designed to attack ships do more damage against ships but the heavier weapon 
typically has a slower firing rate which reduces the chances of that same flight hitting another in a 

dogfight.  Flights attacking other flights outside of a dogfight receive no modifiers. 

 

13.5 Anti-Fighter Fire (AFF) 
The greatest threat to fighters other than other fighters is defensive fire from ships they are attacking.  
Fire from a ship is done before fighters make their strikes which make it even more dangerous.   

 

13.5.1 Fire Declaration 
When a ship is attacking a fighter the player controlling the ship first declares how many of each weapon 

is firing at each individual flight.  If a player declares he is firing 3 shots at a flight and the first shot 
successfully destroys the flight the other shots are wasted and cannot be used on another flight.  Flights 

that are destroyed cannot have the fire against them redirected against another flight. 

 
13.5.2 Fire Resolution  

After all the fire is declared the player now rolls a single D10 for each attack against a fighter flight.  
When the D10 is rolled, if the result is less than or equal to the defense rating of the fighter flight the 

attack has hit the flight.  The fighter flight then sees if it can avoid enough damage so that it can remain 
effective in combat.  This is done by making a save roll. Begin by rolling a single D10 and adding the 

flight’s crew skill.  If the result is greater than or equal to the armor rating the fighter flight remains on 

the board.   This, in part represents how heavy the armor is on the fighter and how good the pilots are at 
evading attacks.  Fighters make a save roll against each and every successful attack on them.  Some 

weapons are better at destroying fighters than others and may provide modifiers to the attack and/or 
save roll of a fighter flight.  The die roll may be modified by the type of weapon used.  Interceptors have 

no modifier against fighters.  Minor weapons have a +1 modifier to the attack roll and a -1 modifier to 

Weapon Type Dogfight Bonus Damage Bonus 

Anti-Fighter +2 -2 

Heavy Anti-Fighter +1 -1 

Multi-Purpose 0 0 

Anti-Ship -1 +1 

Heavy Anti-Ship -2 +2 



the save rolls for the flight.  Secondary weapons have a +2 modifier to the attack roll but also provide a  

-2 modifier to the flights save rolls.   
 

13.6 Dogfights 
The best defense a ship can have against fighters is friendly fighters. Fighters take major roles in some 

fleets and are only annoyances to others that are well protected against fighter attacks.  Fighters engage 

other fighters and attempt to destroy them or prevent them from accomplishing their mission by forcing 
them into what is called a dogfight.  Dogfights are when fighters are force to concentrate completely on 

getting an advantageous position on another fighter flight.  Typically they involve the flights turning and 
twisting and doing various other maneuvers in order to gain the advantage. 

 

13.6.1 Squaring Off 
Fighter flights are considered in a dogfight when they are within one inch of each other.  When fighters 

are engaging enemy fighters roll to-hit for each individual fighter flight. Hits are totaled and divided 
evenly among all the defender’s participants.  Save rolls are the done individually for each flight. Unless 

the rolls are lucky for one player or another dogfights will typically last a few turns.  The side with larger 
number of fighters may either designate the additional fighter flights to gang up on the weaker side or 

the player may choose to disengage the excess flights and move them out of the dogfight. 

 
13.6.2 Attacking Fighters in a Dogfight 

Attacks by a ship or ships into a dogfight are handled differently than other attacks.  The attack is made 
normally using a defense rating of 3 regardless of what type of fighters are in the dogfight.  The number 

of successful attacks are then added together and divided evenly among all the fighters in the dogfight.  

If one side has more fighters than the other randomly determine which fighters are hit and roll the save 
rolls of any and all fighters hit in the dogfight.   

 
13.6.3 Dogfight Bonuses 

Some flights have better crew than others. The flights with anything but a regular crew add the dogfight 

bonus listed above next to the fighter flight skill chart to both their armor values and target to-hit rolls.  
Also flights with manned turrets add a -1 modifier to attack rolls made in a dogfight.  Flights with 

automatic turrets add a -1 modifier on their attack rolls in dogfights but only if they defender is a heavy 
fighter or larger.  Small and medium fighters are considered too small and maneuverable to be tracked 

effectively by automatic turrets. 

 
13.7 Fighters on the Attack  
Fighters attack in flights, squadrons, wings and groups.  Fighter attacks are resolved by rolling a single 
D10 and adding any modifiers that the defender might have.  If the result is less than or equal to the 

flight’s defense rating plus all of the dogfight bonuses then the attack is successful.  Fighters are immune 

to the effects of both friendly and enemy EW.  Damage results are then handled normally.   
 

13.7.1 Automatic Fighter Turrets 
Automatic turrets are designed to help protect a fighter’s rear in a dogfight.  These turrets do 1 die 

damage equal to the basic value determined by the fighter’s technology level but suffer a -2 bonus to 

damage when firing against all ships.  Automatic turrets also provide an extra attack roll in dogfights. 
This roll receives a +2 bonus.  Automatic turrets cannot target light or medium fighter flights. 

 
13.7.2 Manned Turrets 

Manned turrets are identical to their automatic counterparts but do not have the -2 damage bonus that 
the automatic turrets do.  Manned turrets also provide an extra attack roll in dogfights. This roll receives 

a +1 bonus.  Automatic turrets cannot target light or medium fighter flights. 

 

13.8 Fighters on the Defense 



Fighters can also be used to defend ships. Fighter flights equipped can defend ships using their weapons. 

This adds the equivalent of one interceptor per flight.  The fighter must be within range of the ship and 
also within one inch of the line of sight between the attacking ship and the ship they are defending.  Add 

+1 to each interception roll and use a die based off of the fighter technology and not defenses (active) 
technology level. 

 

13.9 Fighter and Carriers 
There are several different kinds of carriers in Stellar Empire. Any ship that has a number of fighter 

flights greater than or equal to its category is considered a fleet carrier.  Every time a fighter flight is 
destroyed or crippled it has a chance that it may return to the fleet.  Flights that are crippled all have the 

same chance to be reconstituted.  Reconstituted flights are flights that were previously destroyed or 

crippled that have been brought to full strength again and can be re-launched.   
 

The first thing it to figure how long the flight will take to return to the closest fleet carrier.  Do this by 
dividing the range to the carrier by the flight’s movement and rounding up.  If the repair roll is successful 

the flight may re-launch 3 turns after it reaches the carrier.  The carrier must have at least one clear and 
undamaged bay per flight in order to attempt the repair.  If the carrier does not have enough space the 

flight must wait until the carrier does have the required bay available.  Bay door restrictions also apply.   

 
Destroyed flights must roll less than or equal to the closest fleet carrier’s crew skill minus 4.  This means 

that green crews cannot help destroyed flights and they are removed from the game.  Flights cannot 
bypass a carrier for another.  Flights that are being repaired are destroyed with the carrier if it is 

destroyed.  Waiting fighters automatically head toward the closest friendly fleet carrier.  If there is no 

fleet carrier available the flight is destroyed.  
 

Crippled flights must roll less than or equal to the closest fleet carrier’s skill minus 2.  If a flight is within 8 
inches of an enemy ship when destroyed subtract 1 from the target repair number. 

 

Ships that carry fighters that are equal to or greater than the size of a crippled flight can attempt to 
reconstitute a flight if no fleet carrier is available but subtract 5 from the crew skill when attempting to 

repair crippled fighters.  They cannot repair destroyed flights.   

 

Section 14 Custom Ship Design: 
 
Section 15 Custom Direct Fire Weapon Design: 


